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ABSTRACT
Investigations of Partially Immersed Spinning Spheres
in a Liquid Bath and Butterfly Flight
Kenneth R. Langley
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
This thesis examines two important problems in fluid dynamics: that of a partially immersed sphere spinning in a bath of liquid and the measurement of flow velocities around a free
flying butterfly. Although the actual problems are quite different, each problem incorporates many
of the same principles and techniques.
When a hard-boiled egg spins through a pool of milk on the kitchen counter, the milk rises
up the sides of the egg and droplets are ejected. This phenomenon occurs when any partially submerged object whose radius increases upward from the fluid surface (e.g., spheres, inverted cones,
rings, etc.), spins in a shallow bath of fluid. The fluid ejects from the surface at the maximum
diameter in one of three ejection modes: jets, sheets, or sheet breakup. Additionally, a surprisingly large flow rate is induced by the spinning object. Spheres are used in this study to determine
the effects of experimental parameters on the induced flow rate. High-speed imaging is used to
experimentally characterize the modes of ejection and measure sheet breakup distance and velocities of liquid within liquid sheets. A theoretical model is derived using an integral momentum
boundary layer analysis both beneath the free surface and in the thin film attached to the sphere.
Experimental results are presented in comparison with predicted behavior with good agreement.
The suitability of using a spinning sphere as a pump is also discussed.
Second, the use of PIV to measure flow velocities around living species is becoming more
widely adopted. Current efforts are starting to measure 3D, time-resolved velocities around insects
in tethered flight. This work investigates the use of Synthetic Aperture PIV (SAPIV) in obtaining
3D, time-resolved volumetric velocity fields around a painted lady butterfly in free flight. Results
are presented from several time steps during both the down stroke and upstroke of the butterfly
showing the development of the leading edge vortex. The velocity field results have limited spatial
resolution; however, the results show that SAPIV has potential in further investigating these flow
structures. The reconstructed visual hull of the butterfly is also discussed.

Keywords: spinning; rotating; spheres; coating flows; sheet formation; insect flight; PIV; SAPIV;
butterfly; leading-edge vortex
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

This thesis is a compilation of two different studies in the area of fluid dynamics: spinning
spheres in a shallow bath and butterfly flight. Although these two studies are very different in the
topics that are investigated and thus the results, many of the same principles are used during the
research process.
First, an investigation of the behavior of a spinning sphere partially immersed in a bath of
liquid is presented in Chapter 2. This study is inspired by the household phenomenon of spinning
a hard-boiled egg on a countertop through a puddle of milk. Surprisingly, the egg will draw a
thin film of milk up to the equator at which point the milk is ejected from the surface. The liquid
can eject from the surface in one of three modes: jets, sheets or sheet break-up, depending on
the Reynolds number. Much research has been done on the related problem of a rotating sphere
completely submerged in an infinite fluid [1–6]; however, only two studies have been published investigating the partially submerged case [7, 8]. Neither of the two studies addresses the underlying
fluid dynamics involved that cause the liquid to rise up the sphere.
Experiments were performed to measure and characterize many aspects of the fluid flow.
The induced flow rate of the pumping action caused by the spinning sphere was measured. High
speed imaging was used to characterize the ejection modes. The radius of the liquid sheets ejected
were measured in addition to the velocity of the liquid in the sheet. The results of the experiments
are presented in comparison with a theoretical model derived using integral momentum boundary
layer analysis. The theoretical model predicts the volumetric flow rate, velocity profiles in the
boundary layer and thin film, and the thickness of the boundary layer and thin film. The model has
good agreement with the experimental data.
The second study, presented in Chapter 3, is an investigation of the flow structures that
are generated by a butterfly in free flight. This study is inspired by the development of micro
air vehicles and the need to better understand the unsteady aerodynamics present in flapping flight.

1

Several studies have been published in the recent past that use 2D particle image velocimetry (PIV)
to measure the wake of tethered insects flying in a wind tunnel [9–12]. Only one study has been
published that presents volumetric measurements using tomographic PIV [13]. Thus there is a
need to obtain more 3 dimensional whole field measurements to improve the overall understanding
of how these tiny creatures fly.
This study uses Synthetic Aperture PIV (SAPIV) to study the flow structures around a
painted lady butterfly in free flight. This technique uses an array of 8 high-speed cameras, all
positioned to view the region of interest. A high-speed laser illuminates particles that are seeded
in the region of interest as the butterfly is flying. The particle fields from each camera are reconstructed onto a synthetic focal plane at several locations throughout the volume of interest, creating
a focal stack. The focal stack is then passed to a standard 3D PIV software package to perform
cross-correlations to determine the time-resolved, volumetric velocity fields [14]. In addition to
measuring the velocity fields, the images from the array of cameras are used to reconstruct the
visual hull of the butterfly, or the volume obscured by the butterfly in the reconstructed particle
field.
Results are presented from several time steps during the upstroke and downstroke of the
butterfly. During the downstroke the formation and presence of the leading and trailing edge vortices can be seen. During the upstroke the direction of the leading edge vortex is reversed as
expected. Although the resolution of the vector fields obtained is not as high as desired, these
results show the potential of using SAPIV to further measure the flow structures present during the
flight of freely flying insects.
The final chapter is a summary of the results and conclusions from the two studies.

2

CHAPTER 2.
EGGS AND MILK: PARTIALLY IMMERSED SPINNING SPHERES IN
A LIQUID BATH

2.1

Introduction
A child that has just learned that a hard-boiled egg can be spun on end, but a raw egg

cannot, will undoubtedly experiment on the kitchen counter-top. If, while the hard-boiled egg is
spinning, it passes through a puddle of milk, a surprising event occurs. Instead of the egg simply
passing through the puddle, as intuition would suppose, the milk is drawn up the side of the egg
and is ejected at the maximum radius (see Fig.2.1). In this instance, the child might end up being
splashed in the face.
As an egg, or any partially submerged object whose radius increases upward from the fluid
surface (e.g., spheres, inverted cones, rings, etc.), spins in a bath of fluid, the fluid can be drawn
up the lower hemisphere of the object (see Fig. 2.2a). Liquid is entrained beneath the surface due
to the rotation of the sphere and the resulting centrifugal force and is mainly drawn toward the
lower pole of the sphere. A boundary layer of thickness δ is formed beneath the surface as the
liquid flows around the sphere toward the free surface (illustrated in Fig. 2.2b). This thin layer
remains attached to the surface of the sphere and is drawn to the equatorial region. The fluid is
continually drawn upward due to the rotation of the sphere and the increasing centrifugal force
with increasing radius from the axis of rotation. The fluid will not travel higher than the equator
since the centrifugal acceleration decreases as the radius decreases. It is important to note that the
fluid will not be drawn higher than the free surface unless the contact angle between the liquid and
sphere is less than 90◦ (i.e. the sphere is hydrophilic).
The fluid accumulates at the equator and begins to eject as the angular velocity is increased.
Fig. 2.3 shows sequential still images of a sphere spinning in milk at increasing sphere rotation
rates. At the onset of fluid being ejected, large droplets are flung from the sphere (Fig. 2.3a - 84
rad/s). As the rotational velocity increases, evenly spaced jets of fluid are ejected (Fig. 2.3b - 137

3

Figure 2.1: An egg spinning in a shallow puddle of milk. As the egg spins, milk is drawn from the
bath to the maximum radius. In this photo, the milk is being ejected as jets.

ω‚ ϕ

Region C

O
R

W

x=Rθ
θ
Transition
Region

τω

y
Region B

θi

Region A

δ
RΔθ

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Side view of a phenolic resin sphere rotating at 123 rad/s partially immersed into
a shallow bath of milk. (b) Two-dimensional line drawing of a spinning sphere immersed in a
shallow bath.
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Figure 2.3: Modes of ejection of a 3.5 cm diameter sphere spinning in a bath of milk with a
dynamic viscosity,µ, of 1.68 mPa·s. The sphere is rotating clockwise with an angular velocity of
(a) 84, (b) 137, (c) 357 and (d) 406 rad/s. As the angular velocity increases, the milk ejected from
the equatorial region changes from sporadic droplets (a) to coherent jets (b) to stable sheets (c). At
higher angular velocities (> 400 rad/s), the sheet stability is destroyed, and the milk ejects as small
droplets (d).

rad/s). Surprisingly, the ejection mode then transitions to fluid sheets (Fig. 2.3c - 357 rad/s). At a
sufficiently high angular velocity, the sheet can no longer be sustained and the fluid is ejected as
tiny, droplets, classified as sheet break-up (Fig. 2.3d - 406 rad/s). The criteria for each of these
modes of ejection will be discussed later.
Gutierrez [7] first introduced the fountain effect that occurs when an egg spins in a shallow
puddle as an interesting demonstration for a beginning physics class. Gutierrez observed that the
phenomenon occurs for geometries other than eggs. In addition to explaining the demonstration,
he also created a model using basic physics to estimate the travel distance of ejected droplets;
however, the underlying fluid dynamics of the fluid migration up the sphere were not addressed.
Martinez [8] in 2006 analyzed the fluid flow of a spinning sphere in the mid-latitude region,
between the lower pole and the equator. The main focus of Martinez’s analysis was to show the
presence of the Coriolis force when the physics are analyzed in a non-inertial reference frame.
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However, this analysis was based on the thought that the fluid travels in distinct rivulets up the
surface of the sphere, which Martinez noted could be an artifact of wobble in his experimental
setup. Rivulets were not observed in our study, which is likely due to an improved experimental
apparatus. Martinez also noticed that fluid viscosity had an effect on the ejection of the fluid.
Although there are few references to this phenomenon in the literature, there have been
multiple studies conducted on related problems. A similar problem is the Von Karmán viscous
pump. In 1921, Von Karmán [15] proposed a similarity solution to the problem of an infinite flat
disk rotating in an infinite fluid. The Von Karmán pump draws fluid from the axial region, ejects
it radially, and predicts that the corresponding flow rates will increase with increasing angular
velocity and increasing viscosity, similar to the sphere used in this study.
Howarth [2] developed a series solution for the boundary layer on a rotating sphere fully
immersed in an infinite fluid. He predicted that the fluid would be drawn from the pole to the
equator; however, since there is identical behavior in both hemispheres, his solution broke down
near the equator owing to a singularity in his solution method.
Similarly, in 1954, Nigam [1] proposed a different series solution to the boundary layer of
the completely immersed scenario. His solution approximated the Von Karmán solution close to
the poles of the sphere. The solution also predicted that the fluid is drawn from the poles of the
sphere to the equator. Unlike the solution derived by Howarth, Nigam predicted that fluid would
begin leaving the sphere at an elevation angle of 55.4◦ and in his analysis showed that there would
not be a singularity at the equator because the upward tangential component of velocity would be
vanish at the equator.
Manohar [4] used numerical methods to calculate values for the solutions proposed by
Howarth and Nigam and additionally solved the problem using a finite difference method. Manohar
concluded that for small values of the elevation angle θ that all of the models converged to the same
values, although the one proposed by Nigam converged much slower. For large values of θ , the
expansion given by Nigam was qualitatively different from the expansion given by Howarth and
the finite difference model. The latter two models both show the same trend up to the equator. The
finite difference model predicted non-zero tangential velocities at the equator which result in the
impingement of the boundary layers from each hemisphere.
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Bowden and Lord [3] performed experimental studies to measure the aerodynamic resistance of a fully immersed sphere rotating at high velocities in air. As part of their study, smoke flow
visualization and schlieren imaging were used to verify the general behavior of the fluid around the
sphere. They noted that the fluid behaved as predicted by previous analytical studies, it was drawn
in near the poles and a radial planar jet was observed at the equator. Additionally, the measured
torque reasonably matched that predicted by Howarth.
Singh [5] took a slightly different approach to theoretically solving the boundary layer
problem. Singh used a momentum-integral analysis imposing a condition of zero vorticity at the
edge of the boundary layer instead of assuming non-zero velocities. His predicted torque reasonably matched the experimental results of Bowden and Lord and the theoretical prediction of
Howarth given in the Bowden and Lord paper.
A more recent study by Samad and Garrett [6] investigated the boundary layer of a rotating
spheroid studying both the prolate (elongated) and oblate (flattened) cases. They developed a
solution that compared reasonably with published models when the eccentricity of the spheroid
was zero (i.e. the spheroid is a sphere). Thus, the fully immersed scenario has been well studied
for several decades with little attention given to the problem of the partially immersed scenario.
In addition to the many studies that have been published on the fully immersed rotating
sphere, several studies have been performed on the formation and behavior of liquid sheets in various circumstances. The majority of these studies focus on sheets that are created either through
a nozzle or by a jet impinging on a flat disk or another jet. Savart [16] in 1833 studied the formation of liquid sheets resulting from the collision of two liquid jets facing one another. Clanet
and Villermaux [17] and Villermaux and Clanet [18] looked at a similar problem and presented a
comprehensive study on the life of a liquid sheet created from a jet impinging on a flat disk. Their
research described the formation and destruction of liquid sheets, the breakup of the liquid sheet
into droplets at its edge, as well as the growth of the sheet radius with increasing Weber number.
Instead of a sheet being formed by the collision of two jets or by one jet colliding with a solid disk,
the liquid sheets in this study are formed via a rotating, ejecting liquid.
Taylor [19–21] studied the dynamics of liquid sheets from water bells to sheet disintegration. By balancing surface tension and inertial forces, Taylor determined that a sheet would break
up when the local Weber number in the sheet, Wet = ρU 2t/2σ , is equal to 1. Lin [22] confirmed
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Taylor’s criterion while performing a study of the absolute and convective instabilities in a liquid
sheet. Lin concluded that the sheet will breakup due to absolute instability when Wet = 1; however,
breakup could occur when Wet > 1 due to convective instabilities.
The objective of this study is to fully characterize the steady-state fluid flow that occurs
when a sphere is partially immersed in a fluid and rotating with a constant angular velocity, which
has not been done previously. Although any spinning object whose radius increases upward from
the fluid surface will exhibit similar behavior, as we have seen in our preliminary studies, we restrict this study to characterize only the behavior of spinning spheres partially immersed in a liquid
bath. Experimental studies were performed to measure the induced pumping flow rate, characterize the modes of ejection, and measure the breakup distance of the liquid sheet. A theoretical
model was also derived using integral momentum boundary layer analysis. This analytical approach resulted in a closed form solution that fully characterizes the flow in all regions outlined in
Fig. 2.2b. The derived model is able to predict the induced flow rate and yields velocity profiles
and thicknesses of the boundary layer and thin films at all positions in the flow field. Results are
presented showing good agreement between the experiments and the analytical model.
When properly understood, the spinning sphere could be incorporated into several practical applications. For example, it could be used as a scavenging pump because it is capable of
high flow rates with high viscosities and the pump can rest on the bottom of the container that is
being emptied and still pump fluid. Additionally, the pump only has a single moving part and is
easy to clean because the pumping mechanism is exposed. Another potential application is in the
atomizing of fluids because in the sheet breakup regime, the fluid is ejected as tiny droplets in a
predictable manner. Indeed many cold-water humidifiers already use a similar process to create
water vapor.
Section 2.2 presents the experimental methods and parameters used in this study. The
derivation of the analytical model is presented in Section 2.3. The derivation results in a set of
closed form equations describing the fluid velocities, boundary layer and film thicknesses, induced
pumping flow rate, and the location at which a liquid sheet will breakup. The results of experimentation and predictions from the model are presented in Section 2.4. Good agreement exists between
the experimental results and analytical predictions. Lastly, Section 2.5 presents conclusions.
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2.2
2.2.1

Experimental Methods
Experimental Setup
Each sphere was mounted on a 0.635 cm diameter steel shaft to enable the sphere to be

connected to a motor. The length of each shaft was adjusted so that the bottom of each sphere was
15 cm from the motor. The shaft was connected to the motor with a flexible, helical aluminum
coupler with bore sizes of 0.635 cm and 1.25 cm. The shaft was secured with 2 set screws. To
reduce eccentricity in the rotation of the sphere, the shaft was stabilized by 2 enclosed bearings
that were 2.54 cm apart and mounted in an aluminum block extending from the motor backing
directly beneath the flexible coupler.
The spheres were spun using a stepper motor (Parker Compumotor SX8) with a resolution
of 25,000 steps per rotation. The maximum angular velocity of the motor was 314 rad/s. The
motor was controlled via a terminal, and encoder feedback was used to ensure velocity consistency
to within ±0.063 rad/s (see Appendix A for motor commands).
The motor was attached to a linear slide that allowed translation in the vertical direction in
order to adjust the immersion depth of the sphere. The linear slide traveled 0.127 cm per revolution
of the screw. The linear slide was mounted on a frame of t-slotted aluminum that allowed the motor
to extend 20.32 cm from the main support. The supporting frame shown in Figure 2.6 was 40 cm
wide and 53 cm tall. The design for the motor support was chosen to allow easy optical access to
the sphere from many viewing angles.
Preliminary experiments were performed by partially immersing a sphere into a bath of
liquid in a rectangular container. The bath ranged from 1 to 10 cm in depth to provide sufficient
fluid for the sphere to pump. The sphere drew fluid from the bath and the ejected fluid from
the sphere impacted the sides of the container and returned to the bath for recirculation. This
method was suitable for studying the modes of ejection; however, it had major drawbacks when
other portions of the flow were to be studied. Fluid in the mid-latitude regions of the sphere was
inaccessible because of the fluid being ejected and the impact of the ejecting fluid on the sides of
the container blurred the viewing window. The ejecting fluid was also quite close to the surface of
the bath, which caused reflection that obscured the fluid being ejected when lighting the experiment
for imaging. In cases where the radius of the ejecting fluid was larger than the container containing
9

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Photos of experimental setups. (a) Setup used to measure the induced flow rate. (b)
Setup used to measure the breakup distance of the liquid sheets.

the bath, the true radius could not be measured. In addition, when fluids of higher viscosity were
used, a wave would be generated in the bath and consequently cause the ejection to pulse because
the immersion depth of the sphere was no longer constant. For these reasons, an alternate method
of immersing the sphere in a bath held at a constant level was developed.
A custom container was manufactured using clear acrylic (see Figure 2.4a) in order to
capture the ejected fluid to measure the flow rate. The container was 25.4 cm square. The bottom
surface of the container was sloped at a 10◦ angle downward to allow the ejecting fluid to flow
to one edge of the container. The low edge of the container was angled outward by 5◦ on each
side forming a point in the middle thus making a single point for the liquid to drain toward. At
the lowest point of the container a tube was attached that allowed fluid inside the container to be
drained to another container.
Figure 2.5 outlines the schematic of the fluid flow in the experimental setup. The acrylic
tank was partially submerged in the fluid of interest and was strapped to the larger container holding
the bath to prevent the acrylic tank from floating. In the center of the acrylic tank, a 3.18 cm
diameter acrylic tube was positioned to allow access to the fluid in the bath. In order for the larger
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the experimental setup and fluid flow to allow the ejecting fluid to be
captured and measured. The fluid level inside the experimental container is held constant by continuously pumping fluid into the bath and letting it overflow via an overflow drain. The fluid
ejected from the sphere is captured in the acrylic tank, which drains into a collection volume for
measurement.

spheres to be immersed to the appropriate depths, two cups were manufactured that opened to
a larger diameter. The cups were mounted on rubber stoppers that fit inside the center tube of
the container, thus ensuring that no fluid would leak out at the joint. The height of the fluid was
maintained by continuously pumping fluid from an overflow reservoir into the main bath. The
height of the bath could be changed by adjusting the height of the overflow drain. Switching to this
type of container did not visibly alter the phenomenon being studied. Each of the ejection modes
occurred at the same angular velocities and immersion depths as when the sphere was immersed
into a larger bath.
Since the aforementioned acrylic container still had some of the same drawbacks as a traditional bath, another experimental setup was built allowing better optical access to the phenomenon
pictured in Fig. 2.4b. A U shaped system of 2.5” Schedule 40 ABS pipe was used to provide the
fluid to the sphere. The side of the U where the sphere was located was 56 cm tall. The bottom
of the U was 66 cm long, and the side of the U with an overflow drain was 76 cm tall. A 2.22 cm
diameter hole was drilled in the taller side of the U 56 cm from the bottom and a length of PVC
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Table 2.1: Physical characteristics of spheres used in this study. The angular velocities, ω, and
immersion angles, θi , used are also listed for each sphere.
Sphere #

R (cm)

Material

ω (rad/s)

θi (◦ )

θc ( ◦ )

1
2
3
4

1.91
2.86
5.08
1.76

Delrin
Phenolic Resin
Stainless Steel
Phenolic Resin

213.6 - 314.2
106.8 - 207.3
69.1 - 119.4
213.6 - 314.2

30, 48, 66
28, 46, 54
29, 38, 50

79.5 ±3.4
61.2 ± 1.0
64.8 ± 4.7
61.2 ± 1.0

tubing was attached to provide the overflow drain. A 2 mil thick plastic sheet was used as a basin
to capture the ejecting fluid and was supported by a frame of 0.5” schedule 40 PVC pipe with a
side length of 1.2 m and was 60 cm tall. A hole was cut in the center of the plastic sheeting and
was stretch fit over the short side of the ABS U pipe. The taller side of the pipe was outside of the
PVC frame. A hole was also cut in the lowest spot in the plastic sheeting to allow the liquid to be
drained.
For this larger basin, the motor was mounted on a larger frame of t-slotted aluminum framing consisting of very similar geometry to the smaller setup. The main alterations were the length
of the cross bars and the height of the vertical supports. The crossbars were 1.52 m long and the
vertical supports were 1 m tall. This larger setup was used to measure the radius of the liquid
sheets.

Experimental Parameters
Experimental parameters were varied to characterize the effect of angular velocity, viscosity, immersion depth and sphere diameter on the fluid flow rate and ejection mode. Table 2.1
outlines the physical parameters of each sphere used. Each sphere was marked with a line at the
specified immersion depths, θi , listed in the table. The location of the line was determined by
measuring the arc length from the south pole of the sphere. The contact angle of each sphere is
also listed; all of the spheres used were hydrophilic. Table 2.2 gives information on the liquids of
four different viscosities that were used. The viscosity of each of the water-glycerin mixtures was
adjusted by increasing the volume percentage of glycerin.
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Table 2.2: Density (ρ), viscosity (µ), and surface tension (σ ) of fluids used in this study.
Fluid

ρ (kg/m3 ) [23]

µ (mPa·s) [23]

σ (mN/m) [24]

Water
10% Glycerin
20% Glycerin
50% Glycerin

998.2
1030.5
1061.6
1146.0

1.0
1.3
1.9
8.1

73.0
71.0
69.9
67.9

High-Speed Imaging
A Photron Fastcam SA3 high-speed camera was used to characterize many aspects of the
flow, aside from the flow rate. Filming occurred at 1000 fps with a shutter speed of 1/3000 s. This
resulted in images with a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels. Most often the camera was equipped
with a 105 mm lens; however, occasionally a 50 mm lens was used, usually while imaging the
ejection of the 50% water-glycerin mixture. The camera was positioned in many locations around
the sphere depending on what aspect of the flow was being imaged. The position of the camera
for each experiment is discussed in subsequent sections. Several lighting schemes were also used
depending on the the desired images. Backlighting was accomplished by using a custom built bank
of fluorescent lights. Fore-lighting was performed by using multiple halogen lamps, typically in
similar locations to the flashes shown in Fig. 2.6.
A DSLR camera (Canon EOS 5D Mark II) was used primarily to investigate the behavior
of the ejecting fluid in the preliminary stages of the investigation. The fluid flow was illuminated
by three flashes (Bower SFD926C). One flash was placed on top of the camera and the other two
flashes were mounted on either side of the camera on flash stands (see Figures 2.6). A flash duration
of approximately 1/20,000 s was sufficient to freeze the motion of the sphere and the ejecting fluid.
The flash duration was altered by adjusting the power output of the flash. To achieve a duration
of 1/20,000 s the flash was set to its lowest power setting (1/16). Multiple flashes were required
to provide enough illumination at the reduced power setting. The flashes were synchronized using
built in IR sensors. The master flash, mounted on top of the camera, transmitted a signal when the
shutter of the camera was opened and the slave flashes were triggered simultaneously.
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Figure 2.6: Drawing of the apparatus used to spin the spheres in a shallow bath. The camera
position for the DSLR and accompanying flashes are shown along with the high-speed camera
position used to measure the fluid velocity in the liquid sheets.

2.2.2

Flow Rate
Flow rates were measured at 9 angular velocities for each sphere, liquid, and immersion

depth combination. The 9 angular velocities were selected based on the median velocity at which
the ejection mode was a liquid sheet when the sphere was immersed to approximately 45◦ in water.
Four velocities were chosen above and below this median velocity in increments of 4π rad/s for
the delrin and phenolic resin spheres and in increments of 2π rad/s for the stainless steel sphere.
These ranges of velocities included each type ejection mode.
At each angular velocity 3 flow rate trials were performed. The first round of trials started
with the smallest angular velocity and proceeded to the largest. The second round started with the
largest velocity and proceeded to the smallest. The final round was performed in the same order as
the first round. All 3 rounds of trials were performed one after another. Each trial was performed
with the motor starting from rest and accelerating to the desired velocity at a rate of 440 rad/s2 .
In every case the motor reached the steady state velocity within 1 second. A stopwatch timer was
started at the same time as the motor. The motor was stopped after 60 seconds elapsed on the timer
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and decelerated at a rate of 251 rad/s2 . All of the ejected fluid was allowed to drain out of the
acrylic tank prior to weighing the collection beaker. When more than 2 L of liquid were ejected
multiple collection volumes were used.
A digital scale capable of measuring a maximum of 3.1 kg was used to weigh the collection
volume with the ejected fluid. After weighing the filled collection volume, the mass of the empty
collection volume was subtracted to yield the mass of the ejected fluid. This was then divided by
the density of the fluid and the elapsed time of the collection process to yield a volume flow rate.
The main sources of uncertainty in measuring the flow rate came from measurements of
the immersion depth of the sphere uim , the mass of the ejected fluid um , the elapsed time of collection ut and the angular velocity of the motor uω . These uncertainties have been quantified as
follows: uim = ±5◦ , um = ±0.05 g, ut = ±1 s, and uω = ±0.063 rad/s. This results in average
uncertainty of 4.6 × 10−6 m3 /s, which is on average 19.6% of the measured flow rate, based on
the propagation of error [25]. Using the student’s t-distribution, the average statistical error in the
flow rate measurements is 1.56 × 10−6 m3 /s, which is 6.6% of the average measured flow rate, for
a 95% confidence interval of the mean with a sample size of 3.

2.2.3

Ejection Modes
The three ejection modes that occur as the fluid is ejected from the sphere were charac-

terized through a combination of flash photography and high-speed videography. At each angular
velocity, fluid, sphere, and immersion depth combination, the motor was started from rest and allowed to reach a steady state velocity before any images were taken. Although the phenomenon
itself is a steady-state phenomenon, meaning that it continuously pumps fluid at a fixed rate, the location of the ejecting fluid relative to an inertial frame of reference is inherently unsteady because
of the rotation of the sphere, thus multiple frames were used to characterize which ejection modes
occurred in the various conditions tested. With the DSLR camera multiple photographs were taken
at each combination of experimental parameters. When using the high-speed camera, 100 frames
of the video were saved.
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2.2.4

Velocity in Liquid Sheet
The magnitude of the velocity of the fluid in the liquid sheet theoretically has the same

velocity everywhere in the sheet and in the case of the spinning sphere has the magnitude of
the tangential velocity at the edge of the sphere at the point of ejection (ωR). To confirm this
experimentally, a rudimentary particle streak measurement technique was employed. Experiments
were performed with the phenolic resin sphere (sphere #2) in all four liquids at 3 angular velocities
(144.5 rad/s, 157.1 rad/s, and 169.6 rad/s). No further experiments were performed when the
results of this experiment confirmed the theoretical prediction.
The fluid was seeded with 5µm diameter particles (Dantec Polyamid Seeding Particles).
These particles have a density of 1.03 g/cm3 , which results in a settling speed of 0.41 µm/s and
a time constant of 1.4 µs. A 532 nm continuous wave laser (Coherent 500 mW) was fitted with
a cylindrical lens to create a laser sheet, which was oriented to be in the same plane as the liquid
sheet, to illuminate the particles. Adjustments were made before images were captured to ensure
that the laser sheet was in the proper location. Images were captured with a high-speed camera at
1000 fps with a shutter speed of 1/3000s. The camera was in the location shown in Fig. 2.6 for
the high-speed camera. This position was chosen so that the imaging plane would be as close to
parallel with the liquid sheet as possible.
Prior to each run, a calibration image of a ruler in the same plane as the liquid sheet was
taken. During processing, two locations on the ruler one centimeter apart were selected. The
euclidian distance between the two points was calculated and then divided by 10 to determine an
average pixel per millimeter conversion factor for the image.
To measure the streak length of the particles, images were read into MATLAB. User input
was required to determine the location of the streaks. After determining the location of the streaks,
a zoomed in window was brought up around each streak that was 80 x 80 pixels around the center
point of the streak. The user then clicked on each end of the streak and the length was calculated
using the distance formula. Figure 2.7a shows an example image using the 20% water-glycerin
mixture at 157.1 rad/s. Several streaks are visible in the middle of the liquid sheet. Figure 2.7b
shows a zoomed in view of the area outlined with the white square in Fig. 2.7a. The length of the
streak is clearly visible and easy to select in the zoomed in view.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: (a) Sample image used to measure velocity within the liquid sheet. (b) Zoomed in
image of a particle streak.

Velocities at several locations in the sheet were calculated by measuring the particle streak
length and dividing by the shutter speed. Several streaks per image from 6 separate images were
used at each fluid and angular velocity combination. The design stage uncertainty of this measurement technique is ±0.178 m/s, which is approximately 4% of the measured velocities, based on
an uncertainty in the streak length of ±1 pixel, 0.5 pixel from each end of the streak, an average of
16.86 pixels per millimeter from all calibration images, and a shutter speed of 1/3000 s.

2.2.5

Break-up Distance of Liquid Sheet
To measure the breakup distance of the liquid sheets formed during ejection, the larger

experimental setup using the U shaped ABS pipe, described above, was used. The high-speed
camera was positioned in a location similar to that shown for the DSLR in Fig. 2.6. Backlighting
was provided by a custom built bank of fluorescent lights. At each test point the sphere was started
from rest and allowed to reach steady state before images were recorded. A calibration image was
taken using a transparent ruler in line with the axis of rotation of the sphere and parallel to the
image plane.
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(a)
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(e)

(f)

Figure 2.8: Image processing steps used to measure the sheet radius. (a to b) Image inversion, (b to
c) thersholding to create a mask to remove sphere and shaft, (c to d) difference of (b) and (c) with
squared intensity values, (d to e) thresholding and morphological closing, (e)-(f) largest connected
component from (e) intersected with (b) to retain grayscale values.

Since the liquid sheets created do not have a constant shape nor radius during time, the
sheet radius was measured in 100 images and averaged for a given experimental condition. Figure
2.8 depicts the image processing steps used to find the edge of the sheet. First, the edges of the
mounting shaft were found and the ejection point was identified through a user clicking on the
appropriate locations in the first image in the sequence. From these locations the location of the
center of the sphere was calculated and the search line for the break-up distance was identified.
The image intensities were then inverted so that the droplets of liquid and the edge of the sheet had
high intensities appearing white instead of black as in the original image (Fig. 2.8b). A template
image of the sphere, mounting shaft, and the experimental apparatus was obtained by thresholding
the inverted image with a threshold of 255 (Fig. 2.8c). The template was then morphologically
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dilated with a 3 x 3 structured element of ones to ensure that the entire experimental apparatus
would be removed when subtracted from the inverted image. The contrast in the difference image
was adjusted by squaring the intensity values and remapping the new values to the original intensity range (Fig. 2.8d). The image was then thresholded using Otsu’s method and morphologically
closed to connect the edge of the sheet (Fig. 2.8e). The connected components in the thresholded
image were then found and the largest, being the edge of the sheet, was stored in a separate blank
image. This image was intersected with the original inverted image to recover the grayscale intensities (Fig. 2.8f). The non-zero pixels were located along the horizontal search line identified by
the point of ejection during user input, and a weighted centroid, based on the grayscale intensities,
was used to find the center of the edge of the sheet. The values of the center of the sheet edge were
averaged over 100 images. The resulting mean sheet edge location was plotted on the mean of the
100 images for visual verification.
The main assumption in this method of automatically locating the sheet edge is that after
the experimental apparatus is removed from the image, the largest connected component in the
image is the edge of the sheet. This assumption easily breaks down under different experimental conditions than those used and shown in Fig. 2.8. In order for the assumption to hold, the
background of the image must be even and starkly contrasted from the fluid being ejected.
The average statistical uncertainty associated with the measurements of the break-up distance is ±9.94 mm. This uncertainty was calculated using the student’s t-distribution with ν = 99
and a 95% confidence interval.

2.3

Analysis
Consider a sphere of radius R rotating steadily at ω in a liquid bath where the sphere is

immersed to an immersion angle θi as illustrated in Figure 2.2. We consider the laminar flow
scenario here, which prevails provided the Reynolds number, Re = ωR2 /ν is less than 8.2 × 106
[26, 27]. Due to the sphere rotation and the resulting centrifugal force, liquid flows from the bath
toward the sphere. Three flow regimes exist and are of interest here. The first (region A) is at
θ < θi where the flow field is three-dimensional with components in the r, θ , and φ directions. In
this region the flow is drawn radially into a boundary layer, δ , that prevails and grows from θ = 0
to θ = θi . The second region (B) begins at θ = θi and extends upwards towards the equator of the
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sphere. In this region a thin film of liquid exists on the surface and continues to be drawn upward
due to the increasing centrifugal acceleration with increasing θ . In this region the radial velocity
vanishes and the flow field is dominated by the rotational (φ - coordinate) and tangential (θ coordinate) components. The third region (C) begins when the tangential component of velocity
goes to zero near the equator of the sphere. At this point the flow ceases to be drawn upward and
is ejected radially. In this region, the rotational and radial velocities dominate.
Previous investigators have considered the scenario where the sphere is completely immersed in a liquid such that the flow is symmetrical about the equatorial plane and no thin film
region exists [1, 2]. These researchers developed solutions of the boundary layer equations in the
form of power-series expansions. For this scenario they showed that under the boundary layer
assumptions of δ  R, Vθ  Vr , Vφ  Vr , and ∂ /∂ r ∼ 1/δ that the governing equations of motion
reduce to the following:
2
Vθ ∂Vθ
∂Vθ Vφ cot θ
∂ 2Vθ
+Vr
−
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R ∂θ
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1 ∂Vθ ∂Vr Vθ
+
+ cot θ = 0.
R ∂θ
∂r
R

(2.3)

An important implication of Eqs. 2.1-2.3 is that in Regions A and B, ∂ P/∂ θ = ∂ P/∂ φ = 0.
While previous workers have considered the fully immersed scenario, the condition of partial
immersion has not been considered, and thus the dynamics in the thin film region has not appeared in the literature. In the present analysis we employ the integral approach of Karman and
Pohlhausen [15, 28] to obtain an analytical solution to the velocity distributions in both regions A
and B. Shown later in this section is a comparison between the velocity distributions derived from
the power-series solution of Nigam and our result employing the integral methodology, with good
qualitative agreement.
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2.3.1

Region A
In Region A the boundary layer thickness, δ , is increasing with increasing θ and outside of

the boundary layer the Vθ and Vφ velocities are zero. An integral momentum analysis of a control
volume that extends from y = 0 to δ and is of radial thickness R∆θ (see Fig. 2.2) relates the
tangentially varying centrifugal force and local wall shear stress, τw , to the spatial variation in the
tangential momentum:
ρ
R

Z δ
0

Vφ2 cot θ

ρ
∂
dy − τw =
R sin θ ∂ θ



Z δ
2
sin θ
Vθ dy .

(2.4)

0

The left-hand term represents the centrifugal force or acceleration in the θ direction, τw is the wall
shear stress in the θ direction, and the right-hand term represents the tangential momentum flux
term. It is necessary to assume velocity distributions for the Vθ and Vφ velocities. This analysis
assumes velocity profiles to match the profiles given by Nigam [1]. For Vφ we assume the form
Vφ = a1 + a2 y + a3 y4

(2.5)

subject to the conditions that Vφ = ωR sin θ at y = 0, Vφ = 0 at y = δ , and ∂Vφ /∂ y = 0 at y = δ .
Applying these boundary conditions yields the following expression for Vφ where δ is varying with
θ:


4 y 1  y 4
Vφ = ωR sin θ 1 −
+
.
3δ 3 δ

(2.6)

Vθ = b1 + b2 y + b3 y2 + b4 y2.55

(2.7)

For Vθ we assume the form

subject to the boundary conditions Vθ = 0 at y = 0, Vθ = 0 at y = δ , and ∂Vθ /∂ y = 0 at y = δ .
Further, evaluation of Eq. 2.1 at y = 0 provides the condition
∂ 2Vθ
∂ y2

=
y=0

−ω 2 R cos θ sin θ
.
ν
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(2.8)
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Figure 2.9: Derived velocity profiles in region A with comparison to results from Nigam [1] (a)
Profile for Vφ , (b) profile for Vθ .

The coefficients in Eq. 2.7 are evaluated by application of the boundary conditions, yielding the
following expression:
ω 2 R sin θ cos θ
Vθ =
ν



y2.55
2
0.1774δ y − 0.5y + 0.3226 0.55 .
δ

(2.9)

Shown in Fig. 2.9 are comparison of the assumed profiles for Vθ and Vφ as given in Eqs. 2.6
and 2.9 with results of Nigam [1] for the completely immersed scenario. Shown in the left panel is
a comparison of the normalized rotational velocities, where the velocities have been normalized by
ωR sin θ . Similarly, the right panel provides a comparison of the normalized tangential velocities,
where here the profiles are normalized by the maximum or peak values, Vθmax . Excellent agreement
exists between the assumed Vφ profile of Eq. 2.6 and the results from Nigam, which are based on
a power series expansion. For the Vθ profiles there is greater deviation; however, the general shape
is quite similar and this type of deviation in assumed profiles is not uncommon when the Karman
and Pohlhausen integral methodology is employed. The goodness of the assumed profiles will be
demonstrated in the results section when we compare the volumetric flow rate that is predicted by
the analysis with experimental measurements. Of course the greatest benefit to the integral method
resides in its ability to provide close formed solution to the boundary layer phenomena and here
allows the same solution approach for both region A and region B.
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The wall shear stress is evaluated as
τw = µ

∂Vθ
∂y

= 0.1774δ ρω 2 R sin θ cos θ .

(2.10)

y=0

Substitution of Eqs. 2.10, 2.9, and 2.6 back into the momentum equation, Eq. 2.4, and evaluation
of the integrals, yields the following differential equation.
 344δ̂ sin2 θ
d  5 3
δ̂ sin θ cos2 θ =
.
dθ
Re2

(2.11)

All variables in Eq. 2.11 are nondimensional with Re being the Reynolds number, Re = ωR2 /ν,
θ being the tangential location, and δ̂ being the normalized boundary layer thickness, δ̂ = δ /R.
Equation 2.11 is solved subject to the condition that δ̂ = 0 at θ = 0 to yield an expression for the
boundary layer thickness as the function of the tangential coordinate,
4.073
δ̂ = √ (F(θ ))1/4 .
Re

(2.12)

The function F is determined from the relation
Rθ

F(θ ) =

0

(sin θ )7/5 (cos θ )3/5 dθ
.
(sin θ )12/5 (cos θ )8/5

(2.13)

From Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13 the boundary layer in Region A can be determined at any θ location
and substitution of Eq. 2.12 back into Eqs. 2.9 and 2.6 provides the velocity distributions Vθ and
Vφ . The average tangential velocity in the boundary layer, V θ , can be determined by integrating
Eq. 2.9 across the boundary layer and dividing by δ . The resulting normalized average tangential
velocity in the boundary layer is thus
p
Vθ
Vˆ θ =
= 0.2142 cos θ sin θ F(θ ).
ωR

(2.14)

Note that the normalized average velocity is a function only of θ and in general increases with
increasing θ . This in contrast to the normalized boundary layer thickness, which varies with Re.
At any θ location the volumetric flow rate in the boundary layer is equal to the product δ 2πR sin θ .
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Thus, combining Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14 the normalized volumetric flow rate can be written as
2π(0.8723)[F(θ )]3/4 cos θ sin2 θ
Q
√
=
Q̂ =
.
ωR3
Re

(2.15)

In general the volumetric flow rate increases with increasing θ due to the radial inflow and as
the Reynolds number increases, the normalized flow rate decreases. Evaluation of Eq. 2.15 at the
immersion angle θi , gives the total volume flow rate of liquid that is pumped by the rotating sphere.

2.3.2

Region B
In region B the volumetric flow rate is invariant with θ , although both the film thickness

and average velocity are varying. Further, in this region the radial velocity vanishes and the Vφ
velocity across the entire film may be assumed to be constant at ωR sin θ since the film thickness
is small and there is a vanishing shear stress at the interface of the liquid film and the surrounding
air. In this region we assume a parabolic velocity distribution for Vθ ,
Vθ = c1 + c2 y + c3 y2 .

(2.16)

The boundary conditions necessary to determine the coefficients of Eq. 2.16 are the no-slip condition at y = 0, yielding Vθ = 0 at the surface of the sphere, and the vanishing shear stress condition,
∂Vθ /∂ y = 0, at y = W , where W is the thickness of the thin film. The third boundary condition
is similar to Eq. 2.8 that was employed in Region A and is a consequence of Eq. 2.1, although
now in this region where the thin film exists elevated above the liquid pool, gravitational influences
become important. This condition is given in Eq. 2.17,
∂ 2Vθ
∂ y2

=
y=0

−ω 2 R cos θ sin θ g sin θ
+
.
ν
ν

(2.17)

Solving for the cn coefficients yields the following nondimensional velocity distribution:
 

y
1  y 2
Vθ
2
V̂θ =
= Re [cos θ sin θ − G] Ŵ
−
.
ωR
W
2 W
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(2.18)

G is the nondimensional gravitation term, G = g/(ω 2 R) and Ŵ is the normalized film thickness,
W /R. From Eq. 2.18 the average tangential velocity in the film can be determined by integration
and is
Re[cos θ sin θ − G]Ŵ 2
Vˆ θ =
.
3

(2.19)

Further, the maximum normalized tangential velocity in the film occurs at y/W = 1 and is V̂θ −max =
3Vˆ /2. The average tangential velocity and film thickness are also related by the volumetric flow
θ

rate through the film, which is constant and may be expressed non-dimensionally as
Q̂ = Ŵ Vˆ θ 2π sin θ .

(2.20)

Substituting Eq. 2.19 into Eq. 2.20 allows the thin-film thickness to be determined in terms of the
volumetric flow rate, yielding


3Q̂
Ŵ =
2πRe(cos θ sin2 θ − G sin θ )

1/3
.

(2.21)

As noted in the discussion above, the total flow rate in region B is a function only of Re and the
immersion angle, θi , and is expressed by Eq. 2.15, evaluated at θi . Substituting Eq. 2.15 into
Eq. 2.21 yields an expression for the thin film thickness as a function of θ , Re, G, and the sphere
immersion angle throughout region B,

1/3
cos θi sin2 θi
1.378
1/4
Ŵ = √ (F(θi ))
.
cos θ sin2 θ − G sin θ
Re

(2.22)

Subsequently, Eq. 2.22 can be substituted back into Eq. 2.19 to yield an expression for the average
tangential velocity in the thin film as a function of these same parameters,
Vˆ θ =

2.3.3

0.633

p
F(θi )[cos θi sin2 θi ]2/3 [cos θ sin2 θ − G sin θ ]1/3
.
sin θ

(2.23)

Region C
In region C the flow changes directions from being drawn upward to being ejected radially

as a thin film near the equator of the sphere. In this region the viscous effects vanish, Vθ = 0,
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∂ P/∂ r = ∂ P/∂ θ = ∂ P/∂ φ = 0 and ∂ /∂ φ = 0. Thus the governing equations are reduced to the
following:
2

∂Vr Vφ
Vr
−
= 0,
∂r
r

(2.24)

∂Vφ 1
+ VrVφ = 0,
∂r
r

(2.25)

Q
,
2π

(2.26)

Vr

rVr t = const =
where t is the thickness of the thin film.

The rotational velocity is found by solving Eq. 2.25 subject to the condition that at r = R,
Vφ = ωR. This yields the following expression:
Vφ =

ωR2
.
r

(2.27)

Substitution of Eq. 2.27 into Eq. 2.24 allows determination of the form for the radial velocity, Vr ,
r
Vr =

C1 −

ω 2 R4
.
r2

(2.28)

As r → R, Vr → VθT , where VθT is the tangential component of velocity at the top of the thin film
in region B. The integrating constant in Eq. 2.28 can be solved for by application of this condition
and is VθT + ω 2 R2 . Substitution of the is into Eq. 2.28 results in


1/2
R2
2
2 2
Vr = VθT + ω R 1 − 2
.
r

(2.29)

Division of Eq. 2.29 by ωR and substitution of r̂ = r/R yields a nondimensional expression given
as Eq. 2.30,
1/2


1
2
.
V̂r = V̂θT + 1 − 2
r̂

(2.30)

Normalization of Eq. 2.26 by ωR3 yields
r̂V̂r tˆ =

26

Q
,
2π

(2.31)

where tˆ = t/R. Substitution of Eq. 2.30 into Eq. 2.31 and solving for tˆ gives
tˆ =

Q̂


1/2 .
1
2
2π r̂ V̂θT + 1 − r̂2

(2.32)

The criterion for a liquid sheet to breakup is defined in terms of the local Weber number in the
liquid sheet. Formation of the Weber number based on half of the thickness of the thin film as done
by Lin [22], Wet , yields
h

i
ρω 2 R2 V̂θ2T + 1 − r̂12 Q̂R
=
,
Wet =
1/2


2σ
1
2
2r̂π
2σ V̂θT + 1 − r̂2
ρVr2t

(2.33)

which after simplification results in
r


1
2
Q̂We V̂θT + 1 − r̂2
Wet =

4π r̂

,

(2.34)

where We is the Weber number based on the size and rotational speed of the sphere, We =
ρω 2 R3 /σ . The velocity term, V̂θ2T is small in comparison with the other terms in Eq. 2.34 and
is therefore neglected.
A liquid sheet will break up when the surface tension and inertial forces are equal. In terms
of the local Weber number, this occurs when Wet = 1 [21,22]. The radius at which the sheet breaks
up is obtained by setting Eq. 2.34 equal to one and solving for r̂. This yields a quadratic equation
in r̂2 which is given in Eq. 2.35,


4π
Q̂We

2

r̂4 − r̂2 + 1 = 0.

(2.35)

The roots of Eq. 2.36 are obtained using the quadratic formula, which after simplification yields

1/2
q
1
r̂b = √ 1 ± 1 − 4β 2
,
β 2
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(2.36)

where r̂b is the radius of the sheet at breakup and β = 4π/Q̂We. Equation 2.36 yields two possible
solutions for the radius of the sheet at break up, which can be either real or complex. When
evaluation of Eq. 2.36 results in complex roots, then a liquid sheet is not ejected from the sphere,
but thin discrete jets are ejected. Complex roots occur because the induced flow rate is insufficient
to support a liquid sheet. When the roots of Eq. 2.36 are real there are two possible locations at
which the sheet will breakup. One of the solutions will be close to the surface of the sphere and
the other solution occurs further from the sphere. This means that the sheet can breakup at either
of these locations. Without local disturbances the sheet will tend to breakup toward the solution
further from the sphere. This happens because the local weber number increases steeply near the
surface of the sphere. However, disturbances at the surface of the sphere can cause the sheet to
breakup at the surface of the sphere. The implications of this will be discussed in more detail in
the following section.

2.4
2.4.1

Results and Discussion
Liquid Volume Flow Rate

Figure 2.10 presents the experimental measurements and theoretical predictions for the
√
product of the nondimensional flow rate and the square root of the Reynolds number, Q̂ Re, as
a function of immersion angle from Eq. 2.15. In this form the analytical result collapses to a
single curve. The experimental data plotted covers the entire experimental domain. An envelope
of predicted flow rates is shown in Fig. 2.10 to account for the ±5◦ of uncertainty when adjusting
the immersion depths during experimentation. Error bars for each data point represent the 95%
confidence interval on the mean for the experimental measurements based on 3 independent data
points for each set of experimental parameters. The discrete immersion angles used for each sphere
are evident by the bands of data; however, all of the data from the different fluids collapse towards a
single cluster at each immersion angle. There is generally good agreement between the theoretical
prediction and the experimental results. The best agreement occurs with the R = 2.86 cm sphere
(squares). The data gathered using the R = 1.91 cm sphere (circles) is generally slightly higher
than the prediction and the data gathered using the R = 5.08 cm sphere is slightly lower than the
prediction. The good agreement between the experimental measurements and values predicted by
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Figure 2.10: Nondimensional flow rate as a function of immersion depth theoretical line plotted
with experimental data. The dotted lines account for a possible ±5◦ of uncertainty in setting the
immersion depth during experimentation.

the derived theoretical model give confidence in the analytical modeling approach used and the
subsequent results.
Interestingly, the flow rate can also be approximated by modifying the similarity solution
derived by Von Karmán [15] for the case of an infinite flat disk rotating in an infinite fluid. Given
a finite disk of radius, R, the induced volumetric flow rate can be calculated by multiplying the
component of velocity directed inward towards the disk by the area of the disk yielding
√
Q = 0.8838 ων(πR2 ).

(2.37)

The flow rate for the case of a partially submerged sphere can be approximated by modifying Eq.
2.37 to use the area of the spherical cap submerged beneath the free surface instead of the area
of the disk. Making this substitution and nondimensionalizing the equation by dividing by ωR3 ,
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Figure 2.11: Predicted induced flow rates using a modified form of the Von Karmán viscous pump
solution (Eq. 2.38). Comparison with the nondimensional flow rate derived using the integral
boundary layer analysis from Eq. 2.15.

yields the approximation,
Q̂ =

Q
0.8838(2π)(1 − cos θi )
√
=
.
3
ωR
Re

(2.38)

Figure 2.11 contains a plot of Eq. 2.38 compared against Eq. 2.15. Although Eq. 2.38 is not
as accurate to the physical situation as Eq. 2.15, it provides a reasonable prediction with simpler
computations.
One implication of Figs. 2.10 and 2.11 is the effect of the immersion angle on the induced
√
flow rate. The quantity Q̂ Re increases as the immersion angle increases. Between 0◦ and 30◦ ,
there is only an increase of just over 0.5; however, from 30◦ to 60◦ there is an increase of over
2.0, which is a nearly four-fold increase. Therefore, at the same Reynolds number, the flow rate
can be substantially increased by simply increasing the immersion angle. Therefore, to achieve the
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highest possible flow rate for a given condition, the sphere should be immersed as far as possible
into the bath of liquid while maintaining the ejection point (sphere equator) above the free surface.
Figs. 2.10 and 2.11 also elucidate the effect of the Reynolds number on the induced flow
√
rate. For a given immersion angle, there is a fixed predicted value for the product Q̂ Re, thus the
induced flow rate can only be altered by altering the Reynolds number. An increase in Reynolds
number results in a lower value of Q̂. The Reynolds number is most easily increased by increasing
the angular velocity ω or sphere radius R. Since Q̂ is normalized by ωR3 , this does not necessarily
correspond with an actual decrease in flow rate, but does indicate a smaller increase in actual flow
rate than the corresponding increase in angular velocity or radius. Conversely, Q̂ can be increased
by decreasing the Reynolds number. Increasing the viscosity of the fluid being pumped has the
most dramatic effect on decreasing the Reynolds number. It is expected then that a fluid with a
higher viscosity will have a larger induced flow rate than a less viscous fluid for a given sphere
radius, immersion angle and rotation rate. The induced flow rate will increase proportional to the
square root of the viscosity.

2.4.2

Average Velocities and Boundary Layer or Film Thicknesses
The reasons for the increased flow rate with increased immersion are more evident by

analyzing the fluid behavior beneath the free surface in Region A and the resulting thin film in
Region B. Figure 2.12 shows the product of the boundary layer thickness and the thin film thickness
√
√
with the square root of the Reynolds number, δ̂ Re and Ŵ Re, as functions of θ . In region
√
√
A, a single curve represents the behavior of δ̂ Re. In region B, Ŵ Re behavior is shown for 3
immersion angles, 30◦ , 45◦ , and 55◦ . For each immersion angle, 2 curves are shown illustrating the
influence of G – the dimensionless gravitational force – on Ŵ . The two values of G considered are
0.01 (filled markers) and 0.08 (open markers), and correspond to the maximum and the minimum
values realized in our experiments.
The immersion angle is the point at which the fluid transitions from the boundary layer into
the thin film. A discontinuity exists at this location caused by interactions with the free surface and
the resulting changes in boundary conditions discussed previously. Mathematically, the disconti√
nuity appears as a sharp change in the thickness moving from the curve for δ̂ Re to the curve for
√
Ŵ Re. In practice, we expect that this transitions does not occur abruptly. Instead, we expect that
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Figure 2.12: Theoretical prediction of the boundary layer and thin film thicknesses as a function of
elevation angle, θ . Values for Ŵ are plotted for 3 immersion angles, θi . Additionally, curves showing the maximum and minimum effect of the nondimensional gravitational force, G, are plotted
using values of 0.01 (filled markers) and 0.08 (open markers), respectively.

the transition occurs smoothly over a small distance. Although the overall thickness of the thin
film is less than the boundary layer thickness, when the sphere is immersed deeper, more fluid is
entrained resulting in a thicker boundary layer and a thicker thin film.
It is important to note that the thickness of both the boundary layer and the thin film is
dependent on the Reynolds number. As with the induced flow rate discussed earlier, the thickness
will decrease for all values of θ with an increase in the Reynolds number. Likewise, a decrease
in the Reynolds number corresponds with an increase in the thicknesses. Thus, with increasing
angular velocities the thickness of both the boundary layer and thin film will decrease. Increases
in fluid viscosity correspond with increases in thickness as with the induced flow rate.
The main effect of G on Ŵ is the slight lowering of the ejection point. As shown in Fig.
2.12, with G = 0.08 (open markers), Ŵ approaches the vertical asymptote corresponding to the
approximate point of ejection at 85◦ rather than very near 90◦ as with the lower value of G = 0.01
(filled markers). Regardless of the immersion depth the ejection occurs at the same location for a
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Figure 2.13: Average boundary layer and thin film velocities, Vˆ θ , as a function of θ . Values in
region B are plotted for 3 immersion angles, θi . Additionally, curves showing the maximum and
minimum effect of the nondimensional gravitational force, G, are plotted using values of 0.01
(filled markers) and 0.08 (open markers), respectively.

given value of G. The thin film is also slightly thicker throughout all of Region B with a higher
value of G.
Figure 2.13 presents the normalized average velocity, Vˆ θ , in the boundary layer and in the
thin film. As in Fig. 2.12, the average velocities in region B are shown for 3 immersion angles
as well as curves corresponding to the maximum and minimum values of G encountered in this
study for each immersion depth. Unlike in Fig. 2.12, the greater value of G = 0.08 (open markers)
corresponds with the lower of the two curves for each immersion angle.
The discontinuity between the boundary layer and the thin film is again evident in the
average velocity. The average velocity in the boundary layer is smaller than the average velocity
in the thin film for several reasons. With Ŵ being less than δ̂ a higher velocity within the thin film
is required to maintain the induced flow rate from the boundary layer. As with the thickness, the
average velocity obtains higher values with deeper immersion angles. Thus, the increased induced
flow rate with increased immersion, is a result of the entrainment of more fluid which results in a
thicker boundary layer and a higher average velocity within the thicker boundary layer.
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As was noted earlier, it is interesting that the average velocity is a function of θ only and not
of Re unlike the thickness of the boundary layer and thin film. At the same angular velocities the
same θ velocities exist regardless of the Reynolds number. A decreased Reynolds number results
in a thicker boundary layer and thin film; however, since the θ velocities within the boundary layer
and film remain the same, the result is an increased pumping flow rate.
With reasonable agreement between the derived theory in the Analysis section and the published solution of Nigam [1] below the free surface in Region A and agreement between theoretical
and experimental values of the flow rate, it is reasonable for the derived solution for the velocities
and thicknesses in Region B to be accurate as well.

2.4.3

Liquid Ejection Modes
In the early stages of this investigation, it was evident that the liquid would be ejected in dif-

ferent modes depending on the experimental parameters. In all, three modes of ejection have been
characterized: jets, sheets, and sheet break-up. These modes can occur on any diameter sphere in
many different fluids. Figure 2.14 shows several different spheres in various fluids exhibiting each
mode of ejection.
The jet regime is characterized by thin jets of fluid ejecting from the surface of the sphere
in various locations around the circumference approximately equally spaced. This regime occurs
when the flow is unable to provide enough fluid to support a sheet. From Eq. 2.36 this mode
of ejection will occur when r̂b is complex which corresponds to a value of β > 0.5, where β =
4π/Q̂We. The sheet regime is characterized by a liquid sheet being ejected from near the equator
around the entire circumference of the sphere. Sheets will begin to occur when r̂b is real. The
sheets will progress and eventually breakup at a radius r̂b from the center of the sphere. The sheet
breakup regime is characterized by the majority of the fluid being ejected as tiny droplets without
the orderliness present in the jet regime. This ejection mode occurs after β is greater than the
required 0.5 to form a sheet; however, the liquid sheet breaks up at the point of ejection.
Figure 2.15 shows a mapping of the ejection mode regimes in the β −Oh plane, where Oh =
√
We/Re and is the Ohnesorge number. The regime transitions are shown with experimental data
points from all spheres and fluids used in this study. There is good agreement between the predicted
and observed transition between the jet and sheet regime. Jets form when β > 0.5 independent of
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(b) Sheets

(c) Sheet Breakup
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Figure 2.14: Three ejection modes have been characterized for this phenomenon – jets (a), sheets
(b), and sheet break-up (c). These ejection modes can occur on spheres of several diameters and
in differing fluids. The top row shows a 3.52 cm diameter sphere spinning in milk. The second
row shows a 3.81 cm diameter spinning in water. The third row depicts a 5.72 cm sphere in a
10% glycerin mixture. The bottom row shows a 10 cm diameter sphere spinning in a 20% glycerin
mixture. Angular velocity is indicated in each image.
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Figure 2.15: Map of ejection mode regimes in the Oh − β plane.

the Ohnesorge number. The transition between the sheet regime and the sheet breakup regime
changes with Oh. This transition was obtained by performing a curve fit on the observed transition
from sheets to sheet breakup. As Oh increases, the transitions occur at lower values of β , which
corresponds to increasing values of Q̂We. In general, the transition between the sheet and sheet
breakup regimes occurs because of an increase in the magnitude of the local disturbances at the
point of ejection. A no flow region also exists, corresponding to the top-right area in Fig. 2.15.
This region has high values of both β and Oh and in this region, the liquid is not drawn up the
sphere.
Figure 2.16a shows a separate mapping of the ejection regimes in the β − rb /R plane with
the measured radius of the liquid sheets at breakup. Each data point plotted in the sheet regime
represents an average radius from 100 images. The average statistical error for the 95% confidence
interval on the mean for the measurements using the Student’s t-distribution is 0.413 when normalized by the sphere radius. By definition, the normalized breakup distance in the jet and sheet
breakup regime is unity. A theoretical maximum sheet radius occurs when the local Weber number
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Figure 2.16: (a) Sheet break up distance Rb /R as a function of the parameter β . Experimental
observations shown with theoretical predictions. Jets form when β > 0.5, otherwise either sheets
or sheet breakup form. When the sheet breaks up at Rb /R = 1, it is classified as sheet breakup.
(b) Plot of local Weber number at the sheet breakup distance. At low values of β Oh1/4 the sheet
breaks up at higher local Weber numbers.

is equal to 1 at the larger root of Eq. 2.36. Through experimentation it was found that the liquid
sheet would break up as the local Weber number approached 1.2; however, breakup could occur
at higher local Weber numbers as a result of the convective instabilities in the liquid sheet. Figure
2.16b shows the local Weber number at the experimentally measured sheet break up distance as a
function of the product β Oh1/4 . At values of β Oh1/4 < 0.05, the sheet breaks up at Weber numbers greater than one due to the convective instabilities in the sheet. As β Oh1/4 increases, the local
Weber number asymptotically approaches a nominal value of 1.2, and at values of β Oh1/4 > 0.05,
the sheet breaks up at a nominal local Weber number of 1.2.

2.5

Conclusion
This chapter is a study of the fluid phenomenon that occurs when a partially submerged

sphere is spinning in a liquid bath. The surprising result of fluid being drawn up the sphere and
then ejected at the equator is investigated experimentally and analytically.
A theoretical model describing the flow characteristics was developed using integral momentum boundary layer analysis. Analytical, closed form solutions were developed to fully describe the flow characteristics beneath the free surface, region A, in the thin film rising up the
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lower hemisphere of the sphere, region B, and in the ejecting fluid in region C. The profiles developed in region A matched reasonably well with the series solution published by Nigam [1]. The
induced flow rate can be predicted by evaluating the flow rate through the boundary layer at the
immersion angle. Induced flow rates measured experimentally matched the predicted flow rate
with good agreement.
Through experimental studies, the fluid was found to eject in one of three modes: jets,
sheets, or sheet breakup. These modes are distinct and occur on spheres of various diameter and
in fluids with varying properties. The fluid will be ejected in jets while β > 0.5 at which point the
fluid begins to eject in a liquid sheet. When β < 0.5, there are two possible locations for the break
up of the liquid sheet. In practice, in the sheet regime, the average radius of the sheet is somewhere
between the two solutions. This is a result of convective instabilities within the liquid sheet. With
increasing values of β Oh1/4 , the sheet will breakup at a nominal local Weber number of 1.2. When
the sheet breaks up at the surface of the sphere, the ejection regime is classified as sheet breakup.
An empirical relation was developed to predict the transition between the sheet and sheet breakup
regimes.
Based on the achievable flow rates and the effects of each of the physical parameters, a
spinning object would be suitable for use as a pump. This mechanism is unique in that it has
only a single moving part and is easy to clean because the pumping occurs on the outer surface of
the mechanism. When designing a pump using this mechanism preference should be given to the
possible immersion angles and the radius of the sphere as these two parameters have the greatest
impact on the induced flow rate for a given fluid and spin rate.
Future work includes investigating the performance of other shapes and discovering what
shape would maximize the flow rate for a given Reynolds number and immersion angles. This
mechanism also has potential in separating fluids based on the surface properties of the spinning
object and the fluid properties of the fluids to be separated. We observed that when a hydrophobic sphere was used, water was not drawn up the sphere but was instead pushed away from the
sphere. Therefore, a sphere that is non-wetting for one liquid but wetting for a different liquid
could potentially separate the fluids. The suitableness of this potential needs further investigation.
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CHAPTER 3.
VOLUMETRIC FLOW MEASUREMENTS FROM A PAINTED LADY
BUTTERFLY IN FREE FLIGHT USING SAPIV

3.1

Introduction and Background
Flying creatures have inhabited the earth and interested humans for thousands of years.

These creatures come in many shapes and sizes, from the large pterodactyl of prehistoric times to
the tiny fruit fly of today. Regardless of the shape or size, there has been much interest in recent
years in discovering the physical principles that allow these creatures to fly. Engineers seek to
understand how nature produces flight in order to create man-made micro air vehicles (MAVs)
that generate lift and thrust using flapping flight. One of the major pushes for the development of
MAVs is to perform intelligence and reconnaissance missions in urban and indoor environments,
which are dangerous environments for servicemen [29]. In order to accomplish these types of
missions, the MAV must be both small and quiet. Flapping flight is perhaps the most promising
mode to fulfill both objectives when compared to fixed and rotary wing flight; however, it is not
yet a well understood flight regime because of the unsteady aerodynamics that are involved due to
the flapping of the wings. Thus, much work is needed to create feasible MAVs that incorporate
flapping flight.
This research measures 3D, time-resolved velocity fields around a painted lady butterfly in
free flight by using Synthetic Aperture Particle Image Velocimetry (SAPIV). Whole-field velocity
data enables the identification of flow structures not able to be seen or measured via other methods
and will provide access to multiple portions of the flow for further study with only having to collect
experimental data once. Additionally, since the insect will be in free flight, the data collected will
be accurate to real world situations. This research shows the feasibility of using this method to
reconstruct the visual hull of the butterfly and to measure 3D velocity fields.
Essentially, there are two ways to study flapping flight: experimentation using models,
physical, computational or numerical, and observation of natural flyers. Each method provides
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unique insights and challenges; however, they are both needed to fully understand this flight
regime. Results from these two investigation methods also allows for verification of results.
Flapping experimental models are generally approximations of a natural flying system and
thus do not present a comprehensive view of reality but are focused on a few aspects of the flight
system. Approximations are made to simplify the model without affecting the pertinent aspects
of the natural system. Experimental models can be designed and varied to study the effects of
physical parameters that are otherwise coupled with other portions of the system, such as wing
flexibility or flapping patterns. Models also provide a way to perform direct measurements using
in situ instruments.
The study on the stability of leading edge vortices (LEVs) due to rotational accelerations [30] is a prime example of approximations and decoupling that occur in experimental models.
A stiff wing, modeled after a fruit-fly, was used to remove effects due to flexibility. Bubbles were
emitted from the leading and trailing edges of the wing in discrete locations. Furthermore, generalized flapping patterns were used, neglecting some kinematics that are complex but known to
enhance insect flight. The wing was also moved in non-flapping patterns to compare and contrast
with regular flapping. A force sensor was used at the root of the wing to obtain in situ lift and
drag measurements. From these experiments it was shown that the rotational accelerations present
in regular flapping flight help stabilize the leading edge vortices and thus augment lift production.
Without experiments such as this, it would be difficult to discover the effects of rotational accelerations on the unsteady aerodynamics because of the constant coupling of rotation and flapping in
nature.
On the other hand, observing natural flyers allows the researcher to discover the mechanics of flapping flight as it is implemented in nature without any approximation of the dynamics
involved. One main challenge in observing natural flyers is obtaining the views and behaviors
desired. Many flying creatures, especially insects, are quite small and thus introduce complexities
in imaging and observing on a small spatial scale. Observations are normally performed using
high-speed cameras because of the high wingbeat frequencies.
One of the most common ways of studying the flow around flying creatures is using smokeline visualization. In this technique, the animals are trained to fly in a wind tunnel. Upstream
of the animal, smoke lines are formed by heating an oil on a thin hot-wire [31]. The lines are
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evenly spaced as they propagate downstream. As the animal flies, the smoke lines are disturbed
and flow features can be resolved. This is a purely qualitative technique that allows researchers
to discern the shapes and relative sizes of flow structures without knowing the velocities of the
fluid. Smoke-line visualization has been employed to study many birds, bats and insects. The
technique was employed to reveal the presence of a LEV and the apparent importance of this
vortex on lift supplementation [32]. Bomphrey et al. [33] also used the technique to dispel the so
called bumblebee paradox – the wings of bumble bee are too small to support the weight of the
bee in flight – by identifying the bumblebee’s use of LEVs to generate additional lift that is not
predicted using traditional aerodynamics. Srygley and Thomas [31] studied red admiral butterflies
and confirmed the use of LEVs in augmenting the butterflies lift generation. Later Thomas [34]
used the technique again to study various methods of lift generation in dragonflies. Although many
important flow structures and methods of flight have been investigated and revealed using smoke
lines; the qualitative data is not sufficient to fully understand the unsteady aerodynamics.
In recent years, particle image velocimetry (PIV) has been employed to quantify the previously qualitatively observed flow structures. PIV has been widely used to study experimental
models that are mechanically moved; however, its use in studying living animals has been very
limited due to limited technology. To date, there have only been PIV studies published on 14 flying animals: 9 birds, 3 bats and 4 insects [35]. Of these, three studies are focused on two insects:
a desert locust, Schistocerca gregaria, and a hawkmoth, Manduca sexta, and one study is focused
on two species of butterfly [36].
The first of these studies, published in 2005, focuses on the LEV of a hawkmoth [9]. The
2D PIV was conducted in a wind-tunnel with a tethered insect. The purpose of the study was to
study the strength and size of the LEV and compare the estimated lift produced from the LEV to
the lift measured by a strain gauge attached to the insect’s tether. It was concluded that the LEV
contribute a significant portion to supporting the body weight of the moth.
The second study, published in 2006, investigates the downwash distribution of a desert
locust [12]. The experimental setup and 2D PIV were the same as in the hawkmoth study. It was
concluded in this study that a correction factor of k = 1.12 was needed for actuator disk theory,
used to model momentum transfer from propellers or rotors to the surrounding air, to predict the
appropriate amount of lift generated by the insect.
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The first published 3 velocity component data, published in 2011, investigates the spanwise efficiency of a desert locust [37]. Using stereo PIV, Henningson and Bomphrey were able
to measure the out-of-plane velocity component in addition to the in-plane components measured
in 2D PIV. The PIV measurements were time-resolved at 1000 Hz. It was determined that desert
locusts have a maximum span efficiency of 79% with a plateau at 60% for the majority of the
downstroke.
In 2012, Bomphrey et al. [13] used tomographic PIV to measure the volumetric, timeresolved wake of a tethered desert locust. Tomographic PIV uses 4 camera at the corners of the
volume to obtain 3D whole-field data. A volume of 60 x 80 x 4 mm3 was used. The results show
previously unseen wake deformation and the authors were able to reconstruct the vortices in the
wake of the desert locust in time.
Fuchiwaki et al. [36] performed 2D PIV on two species of butterflies and presented the
dynamic behavior of the vortex ring that exists during both the upstroke and downstroke of the
butterfly. Fuchiwaki et al. obtained data for several slices along the span of the butterfly and
several slices parallel with the ground plane.
Recently, a new method to measure 3D fluid motion has been developed which holds potential as an alternate means for measuring 3D, time-resolved velocity fields around insects in free
flight. Synthetic Aperture Particle Image Velocimetry (SAPIV) uses an array of cameras to image
a volume of interest. Using the principles of light field imaging, images from each of the cameras
are digitally combined and refocused to create a set of images that are in focus at various planes
throughout the volume of interest, a focal stack. This method allows for high seeding densities,
the ability to see around partial occlusions [14], and larger illumination volumes than tomographic
PIV.
The objectives of this research is to show the feasibility of using SAPIV as an alternate
method of obtaining time-resolved, volumetric velocity data around a butterfly in free flight. Section 3.2 outlines the experimental setup and principles of SAPIV. Section 3.3 presents results from
a portion of flight during takeoff of a painted lady butterfly. The visual hull of the butterfly is
reconstructed as a mask for the particle field. The anticipated leading and trailing edge vortices
are able to be seen in the downstroke of the butterfly. Section 3.4 concludes by summarizing the
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Camera Rig

Photron SA-3 Cameras

Beam Expander
Nd:YLF laser
Insect Tank

Figure 3.1: Line drawing of experimental setup. eight high-speed cameras are used to perform
SAPIV. A ninth camera, above the tank, can be used for wing tracking.

conclusions of this study and the future work necessary to fully apply SAPIV to measuring insect
flight.

3.2

Experimental Methods
Experiments were performed using 10 painted lady butterflies. The butterflies have an

average wing span of approximately 6 cm and a body length of 2.5 cm. The butterflies were
purchased from www.insectlore.com as larva.

3.2.1

Experimental Setup
A custom observation tank was used which allows the insect to be seen from many angles,

but will also provide a way to seed the air with PIV particles. The test section of the tank was
0.61 m long by 0.30 m wide by 0.41 m tall. The tank was framed out of 80/20 slotted aluminum
framing with clear acrylic side panes. A butterfly was placed in the observation tank and allowed
to fly freely.
The synthetic aperture setup consisted of 8 Photron SA3 high-speed video cameras. The
cameras were equipped with 50 mm lenses and arranged in an array such that every camera was
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looking at the same region of interest. The camera array was positioned parallel to the long axis of
the observation tank as shown in Fig 3.1.
A Darwin-Duo laser system (Quantronix, Nd:YLF, 1000 Hz) was used to provide PIV
illumination. This laser uses two laser pulses at 500 Hz each, corresponding to PIV at 500 Hz. The
laser was positioned perpendicular to the cameras. A beam expander from Edmunds Optics was
used to enlarge the beam to a cross sectional area of 55.8 cm2 .
The air inside the tank was seeded with hollow polymer microspheres with a mean diameter
of 40 µm and a density of 25 kg/m3 (Expancel, 461 DET 40 d25).

3.2.2

Image Preprocessing
The raw images from each camera underwent a preprocessing step before being digital

refocused. Preprocessing reduced differences between images due to the laser pulse, removed
background noise, and removed the butterfly from the PIV images.
Figure 3.2a shows a raw image captured by one of the cameras. The first step was to bitshift the image to increase the brightness of the particles. The image was then cropped around the
particle field and thresholded using Otsu’s method (see Fig. 3.2b). Next, the image was thickened
with a 3 x 3 kernel of ones, which increases the size of the objects in the image without connecting
previously unconnected components (see Fig. 3.2c). The thickening operation was performed to
increase the size of the small parts of the butterfly, such as the antennae, that would be lost by
performing a regular dilation or erosion. In the thickened image, connected components were
found and those larger than 100 pixels were kept. The image was then dilated and eroded 5 times
by a 3 x 3 kernel of ones to fill in any gaps or holes in the connected components, shown in Fig.
3.2d. The connected component image was intersected with the bit-shifted image to retain the
grayscale values (Fig. 3.2e). The large, grayscale connected components were then subtracted
from the bit-shifted image leaving only the particles in the image. The final step was to square the
intensity values to reduce background noise.
After the butterfly was removed from the images, another preprocessing technique was used
to equalize the brightness and contrast for every time step (Fig. 3.2f. The technique employed by
Belden et al. [14] was used. First a sliding minimum in a 10 pixel window was subtracted across
the image. The image was then smoothed with a 3x3 Gaussian kernel and the histogram of the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.2: Image processing sequence to remove butterfly from images. The raw image is first
shown in (a). (a-b) Bit-shifted, thresholded and cropped, (b-c) morphologically thickened, (c-d)
dilated and eroded largest connected components 5 times, (d-e) intersection of (d) with (b), (e-f)
squared image intensities and equalized intensity histogram for all images.

image was equalized with the histogram of the image with the highest contrast. The contrast was
further boosted by trimming the upper and lower 0.1% of intensity values. The final step was to
once again subtract a sliding minimum using a 10 pixel window.

3.2.3

Visual Hull
After the butterfly has been isolated during preprocessing (Fig. 3.2e), the visual hull of

the butterfly is able to be reconstructed. Adhikari and Longmire [38] define the visual hull as
the volume that is occluded from the camera view by an object. In this study the visual hull is
reconstructed using multiplicative synthetic aperture refocusing as opposed to the additive refo-
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cusing used to reconstruct the particle field. Using the multiplicative refocusing creates a cleaner
reconstruction of the butterfly by reducing the ghost images of the butterfly caused by out of focus
portions of the butterfly from other z planes. After the visual hull is reconstructed, it is used as a
mask and subtracted from the particle field prior to PIV processing.

3.2.4

Synthetic Aperture PIV
Three-dimensional, time-resolved fluid velocities were obtained by using 3D Synthetic

Aperture Particle Image Velocimetry (SAPIV). SAPIV is based on the principles of light-field
imaging. The essential idea is that an array of cameras can image an object from multiple view
points. Since each viewpoint sees the object from a different angle, the images from each camera
can be digitally refocused to create a set of images that are in focus at different planes throughout
the region of interest, known as a focal stack. Multiple viewpoints has several advantages such as
allowing for high-seeding densities because of the ability to see around partial occlusions. Particles
that are in focus on a given plane will have a higher intensity than particles that are not in focus. The
out-of-focus particles can be eliminated from the image planes using thresholding. The digitally
refocused and thresholded image pairs can then be passed to a standard 3D PIV system such as
matPIV for cross-correlation [14].
The cameras were calibrated using a process based on the Multi-camera Self Calibration
Method written be Tomas Svoboda [39]. A checkerboard calibration target was positioned at
several positions in the region of interest. Images were recorded at each position and the corners
of the checkerboard grid were found using an auto-correlation method in each image. The image
coordinates for each grid intersection, from every plane and camera, were then passed to the self
calibration program. Using epipolar geometry, the self calibration calculated a camera projection
matrix, which contains both intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters. This matrix was used in the
SAPIV software to correlate objects seen in the various cameras.
The preprocessed images and camera projection matrix were used to digitally refocus the
images from the 8 cameras onto a synthetic focal plane. The SAPIV software used a map-shiftaverage algorithm to digitally refocus the images to create a focal stack. For detailed information
on how the algorithm works see [14] (algorithms can be obtained at www.saimaging.org).
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t = 1 ms

t = 11 ms

t = 21 ms

t = 31 ms

t = 41 ms

t = 51 ms

t = 61 ms

t = 71 ms

t = 81 ms

t = 91 ms

Figure 3.3: Time sequence of flight being presented. Images are taken from the top right camera
in Fig. 3.3

3.3

Results and Discussion
Velocities were measured during takeoff of a painted lady butterfly. Fifty consecutive image

pairs were collected at 1000 fps covering 2.5 wingbeats. Figure 3.3 shows the butterfly at 10
ms intervals (every tenth frame) throughout the flight that will be presented. Figure 3.4 shows
the butterfly at one instant in time from all eight cameras. Images are taken from the top right
camera from Fig. 3.4. During the first downstroke the butterfly lifted off of the perch and into
the laser beam. During the next downstroke the butterfly turned toward the camera and began
diving to leave the laser beam thus losing lift. The wingbeat frequency was 25 Hz for the images
gathered corresponding to a Reynolds number based on the wingtip velocity and mean chord length
(Re = Ut c/ν) of approximately 5000.
Results from the reconstruction of the visual hull will first be discussed. The visual hull
does not perform a perfect reconstruction of the butterfly; however, it provides a mask for the
occluded volume in the particle field. Results from the SAPIV measurements are then presented.
Several time steps during the first downstroke and the first upstroke during the flight studied are
presented. Sequential time steps during the second downstroke are also presented. Contours of
vorticity show the presence of leading and trailing edge vortices during the downstrokes.
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Figure 3.4: View of the butterfly in flight from all 8 cameras during one instant in time (t = 49 ms).

3.3.1

Visual Hull
Figure 3.5a shows an isometric view of the visual hull of the butterfly formed by multiplica-

tively refocusing images containing only the butterfly (see Fig. 3.2e) from each of the 8 cameras.
The visual hull is shown as an ISO surface marking the edges of the butterfly. Figure 3.5b,c show
orthogonal views of the visual hull ISO surface from the front and side of the volume.
Since the visual hull is simply the volume that is being occluded from the cameras, it does
not form a perfect reconstruction of the occluding object, in this case the butterfly. When viewed
from the front, as in Fig 3.5b, the butterfly appears as it does in the raw images. The reconstruction
is even able to capture the curve of the wings during the upstroke. When viewed from the side
(Fig 3.5c), it is clear that the volume behind the front edge of the wings is not reconstructed nearly
as well. Instead of the reconstruction following the slope of the wing, it continues at nearly the
same level as the front edge. Although this is an imperfect reconstruction, it is able to mark the
portions of the volume which cannot be seen and thus it is the volume in which no velocities can be
measured. For this reason the visual hull is used as a mask and subtracted from the reconstructed
particle field prior to calculating the PIV cross-correlations.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: Visual hull of butterfly created by multiplicatively refocusing images containing only
the butterfly at t = 74 ms. (a) Isometric view (b) frontal view of visual hull (c) projection on to y-z
plane. Notice the degradation in reconstruction quality in parts that are occluded from the frontal
view.

3.3.2

SAPIV Results
Velocities were calculated using a multi-pass algorithm with a final interrogation window

of 64 x 64 x 32 voxels with 50% overlap. This resulted in a total of 1302 vectors in a vector field
with dimensions of 31 x 6 x 7 (X x Y x Z ). Figure 3.6 shows an isometric view of the 3D velocity
field with the visual hull of the butterfly shown near the bottom of the volume.
Velocity and vorticity measurements are presented for a downstroke, the following upstroke, and the first half of the subsequent down stroke. Velocity vectors are plotted on contours of
vorticity in 2D slices from the 3D volume parallel to the XY , Y Z, and XZ planes. In the following
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Figure 3.6: Isometric view of 3D velocity field at one instant in time (t = 73-74 ms). The vector
field is 31 x 6 x 7 (X x Y x Z) vectors for a total of 1302 vectors. The butterfly is near the bottom
of the volume and is represented by the visual hull colored in red.

slices through the measurement volume, the field of view along the x-axis has been narrowed to
be more focused on the velocity fields near the butterfly. The XY planes are vertical slices through
the volume approximately parallel to the image plane. The Y Z planes are vertical slices through
the volume perpendicular to the image plane, and the XZ planes are horizontal slices through the
volume perpendicular to the image plane.

First Downstroke (t = 1 - 19 ms)
Figure 3.7 shows 2D slices through the measurement volume on planes parallel to the XY
plane. At time t = 1 ms, the butterfly is beginning its downstroke. During this downstroke the
butterfly lifts off of the perch on which it was resting. The wingtip is visible at the bottom of plane
XY 5 at t = 1 ms. Every third time step is shown in order to encompass the entire downstroke.
Leading (red) and trailing (blue) edge vortices can be seen from t = 7 ms through the end of the
downstroke at t = 19 ms.
Figure 3.8 shows 2D slices parallel to the Y Z plane. Every other plane is shown in the
measurement volume in order to encompass the whole volume. The leading and trailing edge
vortices are also visible in these planes. The front of the leading edge vortex is visible (red) in
plane Y Z3 and the trailing edge vortex (blue) is visible in planes Y Z5 and Y Z7. Also, in plane
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Figure 3.7: Velocity fields from several XY planes in the measurement volume (rows) plotted on
contours of vorticity for 4 sets of image pairs (columns) during the downstroke of the butterfly.
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Y Z5 the interaction between the trailing edge vortex and other vortices from perhaps the previous
wingbeat can be seen.
Figure 3.9 shows 2D slices through the volume parallel to the XZ plane. Since the vortices
generated by the butterfly are near the bottom of the measurement volume, the leading and trailing
edge vortices are visible most prevalently in planes XZ3 and XZ4. Since these slices provide a
vantage point from above the butterfly, the elliptical nature of the vortices can be seen.
During this downstroke the formation and presence of leading and trailing edge vortices is
seen. The vortices start shortly after the beginning of the downstroke and persist through the end.
This is expected based on the results from Fuchiwaki [36]. During this down stroke, the full ring
vortex is not observed because the butterfly is near the bottom of the measurement volume.

First Upstroke (t = 25 - 43 ms)
Figure 3.10 show XY slices through the measurement volume during the upstroke directly
following the previously discussed downstroke. Every third time step is presented to get an overall
view of what occurs during the upstroke. The butterfly was at the bottom of its stroke for t = 21
ms and t = 23 ms; therefore, the first time presented in Figure 3.10 is t = 25 ms. By this time, the
strong leading and trailing edge vortices shown in Figure 3.7 have mostly dissipated and moved
out of the measurement volume. As the butterfly nears the top of its upstroke (t = 43 ms), the
vortex on the leading edge can be seen stronger, particularly in plane XY 3.
Figure 3.11 shows the Y Z planes during the upstroke. The direction reversal of the leading
edge vortex is more evident in this view in plane Y Z3 at t = 35 ms. The entire bottom edge of the
slice is engulfed in a vortex opposite that shown in Fig. 3.8. In plane Y Z5 at t = 43 ms, the effect
of occlusion is also evident by the blocking of the bottom portion of the measurement volume by
the edge of the wing closest to the cameras.
Figure 3.12 shows the XZ planes during the upstroke. Again the leading edge vortex from
the downstroke is no longer visible. At t = 37 ms and t = 43 ms the opposite rotating leading edge
vortex is visible in planes XZ3 and XZ4. In comparison with the vortices generated during the
downstroke (Fig 3.9), the vortices during the upstroke are clearly not as strong nor condensed.
During this upstroke, the leading edge vortex has dissipated or left the measurement volume. As the wing approaches the top of the upstroke, a vortex rotating opposite the leading edge
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Figure 3.8: Velocity fields from several Y Z planes in the measurement volume (rows) plotted on
contours of vorticity for 4 sets of image pairs (columns) during the downstroke of the butterfly.
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Figure 3.9: Velocity fields from several XZ planes in the measurement volume (rows) plotted on
contours of vorticity for 4 sets of image pairs (columns) during the downstroke of the butterfly.
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Figure 3.10: Velocity fields from several XY planes in the measurement volume (rows) plotted on
contours of vorticity for 4 sets of image pairs (columns) during the upstroke of the butterfly.
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Figure 3.11: Velocity fields from several Y Z planes in the measurement volume (rows) plotted on
contours of vorticity for 4 sets of image pairs (columns) during the upstroke of the butterfly.
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Figure 3.12: Velocity fields from several XZ planes in the measurement volume (rows) plotted on
contours of vorticity for 4 sets of image pairs (columns) during the upstroke of the butterfly.
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vortex from the downstroke is visible on the leading edge of the wing. The ring vortex observed
by Fuchiwaki [36] during the upstroke of the butterfly is not observed mainly due to the butterfly
being at the bottom of the measurement volume instead of centered as would be most desirable.

Second Downstroke (t = 45 - 51 ms)
Figure 3.13 shows 2D slices through the measurement volume in the XY plane for 4 time
steps during the first half of the second downstroke of the butterfly. From these images, the leading
and trailing edge vortices can be seen on the tip of the wing in planes XY 3 through XY 5. These
vortices are formed between 45 and 47 ms, persist until t = 49 ms, and then begin to dissipate at
51 ms. The vortices generated in the first half of this downstroke are significantly stronger than the
vortices formed during the previous upstroke.
Figure 3.14 shows 2D slices through the measurement volume in the Y Z plane for 4 time
steps during the first half of the second downstroke of the butterfly. In planes Y Z3 and Y Z5 the
evidence of the leading-edge vortex is present; however, due to the plane spacing only the left and
right edges of the vortices as shown in Fig. 3.13 can be seen.
Figure 3.15 shows 2D slices parallel to the XZ plane. The leading and trailing edge vortices
can be seen in planes XZ2 through XZ4. From this vantage point, it is possible to see the length
and shape of the vortices.
During this downstroke, the formation of the leading and trailing edge vortices again is
seen. The vortices dissipate partway through the downstroke. This corresponds to the butterfly
losing altitude as shown in Fig. 3.3.

Uncertainty of PIV Measurements.
The overall uncertainty of the PIV velocity measurements is 0.0761 m/s, which corresponds
to an uncertainty of 2.38 s−1 in the calculated vorticity using the 8 point circulation method [40].
This was calculated based on the jitter in the laser and timing equipment, the spatial resolution of
the cameras and the settling and inertial effects of the suspended particles. The largest source of
uncertainty is due to the spatial resolution of the cameras. Each pixel of the sensor corresponded
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Figure 3.13: Velocity fields from several XY planes in the measurement volume (rows) plotted on
contours of vorticity for 4 sets of image pairs (columns) during the downstroke of the butterfly.
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Figure 3.14: Velocity fields from several Y Z planes in the measurement volume (rows) plotted on
contours of vorticity for 4 sets of image pairs (columns) during the downstroke of the butterfly.
Notice the formation of the leading edge vortex between time steps 1 and 2.
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Figure 3.15: Velocity fields from several XZ planes in the measurement volume (rows) plotted on
contours of vorticity for 4 sets of image pairs (columns) during the downstroke of the butterfly.
Notice the formation of the leading edge vortex between time steps 1 and 2.
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to only 0.25 mm in the volume of interest. The settling velocity of the particles is 0.001 m/s and
the inertial time constant is 5.51 µs (see Appendix B for detailed calculations).

3.4

Conclusion
This research explored the use of 3D, time-resolved, Synthetic Aperture PIV in measuring

flow velocities on an insect in free flight. Fifty image pairs were collected and analyzed. The
butterfly was able to be extracted from the PIV images and then reconstructed to form the visual
hull of the butterfly in the volumetric particle field. Several time steps during a downstroke and
during an upstroke were analyzed. Leading and trailing edge vortices are able to be seen in both
the down and upstroke. Analyzing the vorticity through time allows for the visualization of the
growth and dissipation of the vortices through each wingbeat.
Although the velocity and vorticity results from this study do not reveal any new features
in the flow around a butterfly in flight, they show the feasibility of using SAPIV to obtain 3D,
time-resolved, velocities in similar situations. The results furthermore highlight portions of the experiment that can be readily improved to obtain better and more quantitatively meaningful results.
The major drawback of the results obtained in this study is the resolution of the vector
fields. The fairly sparse seeding and large spatial region of interest resulted in a smallest interrogation volume of 64 x 64 x 32 voxels (16 x 16 x 8 mm3 ) resulting in a vector resolution of 8 mm
in the x and y dimensions and 11 mm in the z direction, which was insufficient to fully resolve
the finer details of the flow structures that are present on the wings during flight. In contrast, the
interrogation window used by Bomphrey et al. [13] had a resolution of 2.28 mm in each dimension.
To improve on the resolution of the vector fields, large magnification lenses should be used to be
zoomed in closer to the butterfly and the quiescent air should be seeded with a higher density of
particles.
The visual hull of the butterfly represents the volume in which the butterfly is contained,
but it is not a perfect reconstruction of the butterfly. The reconstruction of the visual hull would
be vastly improved by having cameras at different locations around the butterfly. A new camera
arrangement for future research efforts using 4 cameras on each side of the interrogation volume
should improve the reconstruction quality with increasing z-depth.
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The use of Synthetic Aperture Particle Image Velocimetry to measure fluid flow velocities
and reconstruct the visual hull around an insect in free flight is feasible. This study has presented
results showing the measurement of leading and trailing edge vortices and agree with data previously published.
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CHAPTER 4.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis examined the fluid dynamic behavior of a spinning sphere partially immersed in
a liquid bath and volumetric flow measurements around a painted lady butterfly in free flight. Both
of these studies utilized high-speed imaging and computer vision techniques to experimentally
investigate the phenomenon at hand.
The study with with the spinning spheres developed a theoretical model describing the
flow characteristics using integral momentum boundary layer analysis. Analytical, closed form
solutions were developed to fully describe the flow characteristics beneath the free surface, region
A, in the thin film rising up the lower hemisphere of the sphere, region B, and in the ejecting fluid
in region C. The profiles developed in region A matched reasonably well with the series solution
published by Nigam [1]. The induced flow rate can be predicted by evaluating the flow rate through
the boundary layer at the immersion angle. Induced flow rates measured experimentally matched
the predicted flow rate with good agreement.
Through experimental studies, the fluid was found to eject in one of three modes: jets,
sheets, or sheet breakup. These modes are distinct and occur on spheres of various diameter and
in fluids with varying properties. The fluid will be ejected in jets while β > 0.5 at which point the
fluid begins to eject in a liquid sheet. When β < 0.5, there are two possible locations for the break
up of the liquid sheet. In practice, in the sheet regime, the average radius of the sheet is somewhere
between the two solutions. This is a result of convective instabilities within the liquid sheet. With
increasing values of β Oh1/4 , the sheet will breakup at a nominal local Weber number of 1.2. When
the sheet breaks up at the surface of the sphere, the ejection regime is classified as sheet breakup.
An empirical relation was developed to predict the transition between the sheet and sheet breakup
regimes.
Based on the achievable flow rates and the effects of each of the physical parameters, a
spinning object would be suitable for use as a pump. This mechanism is unique in that it has
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only a single moving part and is easy to clean because the pumping occurs on the outer surface of
the mechanism. When designing a pump using this mechanism preference should be given to the
possible immersion angles and the radius of the sphere as these two parameters have the greatest
impact on the induced flow rate for a given fluid and spin rate.
Future work includes investigating the performance of other shapes and discovering what
shape would maximize the flow rate for a given Reynolds number and immersion angles. This
mechanism also has potential in separating fluids based on the surface properties of the spinning
object and the fluid properties of the fluids to be separated. We observed that when a hydrophobic sphere was used, water was not drawn up the sphere but was instead pushed away from the
sphere. Therefore, a sphere that is non-wetting for one liquid but wetting for a different liquid
could potentially separate the fluids. The suitableness of this potential needs further investigation.
The volumetric flow measurements from a painted lady butterfly in free flight explored the
use of 3D, time-resolved, Synthetic Aperture PIV in measuring flow velocities on an insect in free
flight. Fifty image pairs were collected and analyzed. The butterfly was able to be extracted from
the PIV images and then reconstructed to form the visual hull of the butterfly in the volumetric
particle field. Several time steps during a downstroke and during an upstroke were analyzed.
Leading and trailing edge vortices are able to be seen in both the down and upstroke. Analyzing
the vorticity through time allows for the visualization of the growth and dissipation of the vortices
through each wingbeat.
Although the velocity and vorticity results from this study do not reveal any new features
in the flow around a butterfly in flight, they show the feasibility of using SAPIV to obtain 3D,
time-resolved, velocities in similar situations. The results furthermore highlight portions of the experiment that can be readily improved to obtain better and more quantitatively meaningful results.
The major drawback of the results obtained in this study is the resolution of the vector
fields. The fairly sparse seeding and large spatial region of interest resulted in a smallest interrogation volume of 64 x 64 x 32 voxels (16 x 16 x 8 mm3 ) resulting in a vector resolution of 8 mm
in the x and y dimensions and 11 mm in the z direction, which was insufficient to fully resolve
the finer details of the flow structures that are present on the wings during flight. In contrast, the
interrogation window used by Bomphrey et al. [13] had a resolution of 2.28 mm in each dimension.
To improve on the resolution of the vector fields, large magnification lenses should be used to be
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zoomed in closer to the butterfly and the quiescent air should be seeded with a higher density of
particles.
The visual hull of the butterfly represents the volume in which the butterfly is contained,
but it is not a perfect reconstruction of the butterfly. The reconstruction of the visual hull would
be vastly improved by having cameras at different locations around the butterfly. A new camera
arrangement for future research efforts using 4 cameras on each side of the interrogation volume
should improve the reconstruction quality with increasing z-depth.
The main contributions of this work are a closed-form analytical model fully describing
the fluid flow present on a rotating sphere partially immersed in a liquid bath. The model yields
equations for the thicknesses and velocities in the boundary layer and thin film regions, predicts the
volumetric flow rate, characterizes the ejection regimes and the distance from the sphere at which
liquid sheets will breakup. Experiments were performed and there is good agreement between the
analytical model and the experimental results in all regions. Furthermore, this work has shown
that the use of Synthetic Aperture Particle Image Velocimetery is a feasible alternative to obtain
3D, time-resolved, whole field velocity measurements around an insect in free flight. A method
for reconstructing the visual hull of a moving object in time and space using Synthetic Aperture
refocusing was also developed.
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APPENDIX A.

A.1

MATLAB CODE AND MOTOR CONTROL COMMANDS

Velocity in Liquid Sheet

1

% This m−file helps calculate the velocity of fluid in sheets for spinning

2

% spheres

3
4

clear;clc;

5
6

R = 0.028757; %m

7
8

%load calibration image

9

calib filename = input('Calibration image file name: ');

10
11

calib = imread(calib filename);

12

imshow(calib)

13

[x c,y c] = ginput(2);

14
15

pix mm = sqrt((x c(2)−x c(1))ˆ2+(y c(2)−y c(1))ˆ2)/10;

16
17

cont = 'y';

18

j = 1;

19
20
21
22

while cont == 'y'
if j > 1
load calib = input('Do you want to use the same calibration image? ...
(y/n) ');

23
24
25

if load calib == 'n'
calib filename = input('Calibration image file name: ');
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26
27

calib = imread(calib filename);

28

imshow(calib)

29

[x c,y c] = ginput(2);

30

pix mm = sqrt((x c(2)−x c(1))ˆ2+(y c(2)−y c(1))ˆ2)/10;

31

end

32
33

end

34
35

%load PIV images

36

PIV filename = input('PIV image filename: ');

37
38

if j == 1
same properties = 'n';

39
40

else
same properties = input('Do you want to use the same properties as ...

41

the previous image?');
42

end

43
44

if same properties == 'n'

45
46

shutter speed = input('What is the shutter speed for this run? ');

47

omega = input('What is omega for this run? ')*2*pi; %rad/s

48

percent glycerin = input('What percent glycerin is this run? ');

49
50

if percent glycerin == 0

51

rho = 998.23; %kg/mˆ3

52

elseif percent glycerin == 10

53

rho = 1022.1; %kg/mˆ3

54

elseif percent glycerin == 20

55

rho = 1046.9; %kg/mˆ3

56

elseif percent glycerin == 50

57

rho = 1126.3; %kg/mˆ3

58

end

59
60

Q = input('What is the flow rate for this run?')/60/1000/rho; %mˆ3/s
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61

end

62
63

PIV image = imread(PIV filename);

64

imshow(PIV image)

65

N = input('How many streaks do you see? ');

66
67

[xs,ys] = ginput(N);

68

c = 40;

69

x1 = zeros(1,N);

70

y1 = x1;

71

x2 = x1;

72

y2 = x1;

73
74

for i = 1:N

75

axis([xs(i)−c xs(i)+c ys(i)−c ys(i)+c])

76

[x1(i) y1(i)] = ginput(1);

77

[x2(i) y2(i)] = ginput(1);

78

d(i) = sqrt((x1(i)−x2(i))ˆ2+(y1(i)−y2(i))ˆ2);

79

end

80
81

v exp = (mean(d)/pix mm)/(shutter speed)/1000; %m/s

82
83

v theory = R*omega; %m/s

84
85

%Distance between edge of sphere and streaks

86

imshow(PIV image)

87

display('Measure distance between streaks and the edge of the sphere.')

88

[x1 y1] = ginput(1);

89

[x2 y2] = ginput(1);

90

l = sqrt((x1−x2)ˆ2+(y1−y2)ˆ2);

91

r = R + l/pix mm/1000; %m

92
93

thickness = Q/(2*pi*r* v exp); %m

94
95

We = rho*(v exp)ˆ2*thickness/0.073;

96
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97

%Create a data matrix with all of the useful data.

98

PIV Data(j,:) = [percent glycerin omega/(2*pi) v theory v exp ...
thickness We];

99

if j == 1

100

save filename = input('Input filename to save PIV Data: ');

101

end

102
103

save(save filename,'PIV Data')

104
105

j = j+1;

106
107

cont = input('Do you have more images to process? (y/n) ');

108
109

end

A.2

Break-up Distance of Liquid Sheet

1

%File:

measure sheet radius.m

2

%This file measures the sheet radius over a sequence of images from

3

%spinning spheres.

4
5

clear; clc;

6
7

%% Pick default directory and folder

8
9

default dir = uigetdir([],'Select Default Directory');

10
11

while true;

12

%% Get image names and read in images

13

foldername = uigetdir(default dir,'Select Folder of Images');

14

img names struct = dir([foldername , '/*.tif']);

15

img names = cellstr(vertcat(img names struct.name));

16
17

img = zeros(1024,1024,length(img names));

18
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19

for i = 1:length(img names)
img(:,:,i) = imread([foldername,'/',img names{i}]);

20
21

end

22
23

%% Find edges of shaft and ejection point

24

while true

25

figure(1);clf

26

h = imshow(img(:,:,1),[]);

27

title('Click the left side of the shaft')

28

[lx,ly] = ginput(1);

29

title('Click the right side of the shaft')

30

[rx,ry] = ginput(1);

31

title('Click the edge of the sphere at point of ejection')

32

[sx,sy] = ginput(1);

33
34

figure(1);

35

hold on

36

plot(lx,ly,'.m',rx,ry,'.r',sx,sy,'.g')

37

legend('Left Side Shaft','Right Side Shaft','Ejection ...
Point','Location','NorthEast')

38
39

answer = questdlg('Are the points displayed correctly?');
switch answer

40

case 'Yes'

41
42

break

43

otherwise
continue

44

end

45
46

end

47
48

%% Calculate x−location of sphere center and y−location

49

rad x = (lx+rx)/2;

50

rad y = sy;

51
52
53

%% Create mask to subtract out sphere, pipe and shaft
still = img(:,:,1);
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54
55

still thresh = still > graythresh(uint8(still))*255;

56
57

still close = imclose(still thresh,ones(5));

58

still open = imopen(still close,ones(5));

59
60

still dilate = imdilate(imdilate(still open,ones(5)),ones(5));

61

still erode = imerode(imerode(still dilate,ones(5)),ones(5));

62
63
64
65
66

still inv = 1−still erode;
%% Calculate mean of all images
mean image = mean(img,3);
%% Find sheet edge location

67

sheets = zeros(size(img));

68

x locs = [];

69
70

for i = 1:length(img names)

71

I = imcomplement(uint8(img(:,:,i)));

72

I2 = I − im2uint8(imdilate(still inv,ones(15)));

73

I3 = imadjust(I2,[],[],2);

74

I4 = I3 > graythresh(I3)*255;

75

I5 = imclose(I4,ones(5));

76

CC = bwconncomp(I5);

77

numPixels = cellfun(@numel,CC.PixelIdxList);

78

[biggest,idx] = max(numPixels);

79

I7 = zeros(size(I5));

80

I7(CC.PixelIdxList{idx}) = 1;

81

I8 = I7.*double(I3);

82

sheets(:,:,i) = I8;

83

v9 = I8(round(rad y),:);

84

x1 = find(v9);

85
86

if isempty(x1)
continue

87
88
89

else
x locs(end+1) = x1*v9(x1)'/sum(v9(x1));

75

end

90
91
92

% toc

93

% figure(1);imshow(I7)

94

% pause

95
96

end

97
98
99

%% Calculate Means
sheet mean = mean(sheets,3);

100

mean x = mean(x locs);

101

std x = std(x locs);

102
103

sheet rad = mean x−rad x;

104
105

%% Plot images

106
107

figure(1);clf;

108

subplot(121)

109

imshow(sheet mean,[]);

110

hold on

111

plot([1 1024],[rad y rad y],'r')

112

plot(mean x,rad y,'.g',rad x,rad y,'.c','MarkerSize',15)

113

hold off

114
115

subplot(122)

116

imshow(mean image,[])

117

hold on

118

plot([1 1024],[rad y rad y],'r')

119

plot(mean x,rad y,'.g',rad x,rad y,'.c','MarkerSize',15)

120

hold off

121
122

%% Prompt for correctness

123
124

save data = questdlg('Does the location of the sheet radius seem ...
correct? Choose "Yes" to save data.');
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125

switch save data

126

case 'Yes'

127
128

remain = foldername;

129

while true

130

[str, remain] = strtok(remain, '/');

131

if isempty(remain),

132

run name = str;

133

break;
end

134

end

135
136
137

fid = fopen('Sheet radii.txt','a');

138

fprintf(fid,'%−30s %10.3f %10.3f \n',str,sheet rad,std x);

139

fclose(fid);

140

print('−f1', '−r600','−depsc',[str ' plot'])

141

imwrite(uint8(mean image),[str ' mean.png'],'png')

142

otherwise

143

msgbox('The data from this run will not be saved. This data will ...
need to be repeated.','Warning','warn','modal')
end

144
145
146

next run = questdlg('Would you like to process another run?');

147

switch next run
case 'Yes'

148

continue

149
150

otherwise

151

break
end

152
153
154
155

end
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A.3

Motor Control Commands
The Parker Compumotor must be connected to a computer terminal using a serial I/O port.

If the serial port cable connected to the motor controller becomes disconnected, the motor manuals
have the proper wiring diagram to reconnect the cable. The PC communicates with the motor using
the program XWare, which can be downloaded from the Parker website, if needed.

A.3.1

Startup Commands After Connecting Terminal

LD3

Removes limits from the encoder. Without this command the motor will not run.

MC

Sets the motor to run in continuous mode.

A70

Sets the acceleration of the motor to 70 rotations per second squared.

AD40

Sets the deceleration of the motor to 40 rotations per second squared.

A.3.2

Other Useful Commands

V

Sets a velocity in continuous mode when a number directly follows the V in rev/s.

G

Executes the previous command.

S

Stops execution of the previous command.

IV

Changes the instantaneous velocity while running in continuous mode.

MN

Runs the motor in normal mode meaning that the distance the motor travels is specified.

D

Specifies the distance for the motor to travel in steps. The default resolution of the
motor is 25,000 steps per revolution.
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APPENDIX B.

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS FOR SAPIV

The uncertainty of the PIV measurements was calculated by combining the uncertainty of
the equipment and calculation process, ucalc , and the uncertainty of the particles following the
fluid flow, usettling and uinertia . These uncertainties were calculated as shown in the following
series of equations. Table B.1 contains definitions of variables and the numerical values that were
substituted in the equations.

q
utotal = u2calc + u2settling + u2inertia
s
2 
2
∂u
∂u
ucalc =
ud +
ut
∂d
∂t
s
2 

u l 2 2
1
=
ud +
(ut1 + ut22 )
∆t
∆t L
q
ud = u20 + u2corr
s  

1l 2
1 l 2
+
=
2L
20 L
usettling =
τ=

(B.1)
(B.2)
(B.3)
(B.4)
(B.5)

2(ρ p − ρ f )a2 g
9µ f

(B.6)

2a2 ρ p
9µ f

(B.7)

uinertia = ū − u p


−∆t
τ
= ū − ū 1 − e
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(B.8)
(B.9)

Table B.1: Values Used To Calculate Uncertainty
Variable
utotal
ucalc
usettling
uinertia
ud
∆t
l
L
ut1

ut2
ū
ρp
ρf
µf
a

Description
Total uncertainty
Uncertainty from calculations
Settling velocity of particles
Uncertainty due to inertial effects of particle
Uncertainty due to distance measurements
Time between successive laser pulses
Length per pixel
Laser Jitter
Pulse Generator Jitter
Average Velocity of
Flow
Density of particles
Density of fluid
Viscosity of fluid
Radius of particle
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Value
0.0761 m/s
0.0761 m/s
0.0010 m/s
0 m/s
1.256e − 4 m/s
0.00165 s
0.00025 m
10−9 s
200e − 12 s
0.0370 m/s
25 kg/m3
1.23 kg/m3
1.983e-5 Pa s
20 µm

